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BACKGROU!\"D 
The purpose of this report is to provide details for the proposed expansion of the Hidden Lakes P·1blic 
Water System (PWS 1090195) to serve The Idaho Club Planned Guit Development (P.U.D.). The 
"'"''3'"''1> P.U.D. has been amended to increase orc,oosea build-out to "VJJ•u•J1.um11,c1J 600 
Residential Units and the de•vel1;i1une11t to the south .:>n.-£.vv. The north side wiU 
increase from the.,.,.,,,,...,.,,, 45 ERUs a urc;oo:seabuild-out of3 l 7 ERUs, while the south side will be 
built out to approximately 283 ERUs. 
The existing system is owned by V.P. Incorporated and the proposed system expansion will also be 
owned by V.P rncori:1oolte(i. The system is and will continue to be oi,erat(:d Water ;-;v~:reriu; 
M.ma:gexne1:1t Inc. The cuaent system consists of a 6-inch l!fO,uwlv.,,,ter well, 
a 14'x14' we.llh<>use, a ~='""'""' and a 12,000 reservoir. Water l'ii.:1l'rihnti,m lines are 
currently in place to serve the Hidden Lakes Golf Course Hidden Lakes SUbdivision md 
Golden Tee Estates Phases I and II. 
The U.S. Geological Survey on the "Geologic Map of the Sandpoint Quadrangle, Washlagton, 
/Montana" by Miller et al, 1999, has mapped the geology in the de'v-el,QJ:>1ne11t area. The mapping indicates 
that the lower development areas are Quaternary glacial and alluvial deposilS. These deposits consist of 
sand and The two itro•urnlWJ!l:er wells draw from a 
beneath several and silts. The ae1ire1,op1nei1t areas consist 
of the L11~btwn,g Creek and Pncttm:t formations. The 
gri:mom,1n1e is medium- in a fine- grained mass. The Prichard formation is 
described as siltite, quartzite and argillite that are typically thinly bedded and discontinuous in part. 
Typically both types of bedrock are moderately hard, moderately fractured and slightly to highly 
weathere<i 
the new system and 
.08 section Idaho n .. n,uinl,,.,nt 
File Non.--s, IO-State Standards., and the reQuinmie,nt;J 
District. The model results and the resulting system 
SYSTEl\'I OV/NERSHIP 
The system is owned 
V.P. Incorporated 
151 Clubhouse Way 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 255-4500 
Contact: Richard Villelli 
The system is operated 
Water Systems Management Inc. 
Dii._ 67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 265-4270 
Contact: Bob Hansen, Licensed Operator 
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The __ _,,_''"'"-'"' system will be expanded on the north side of Highway 200, and extended to serve the south 
side of the Highway. A connection beneath the will serve as the supply source for the south 
side, and a new reservoir on the south side will operational storage and fire protection for the 
entire system. The north side water system will be expa.>1ded with 6" and 8" mains to serve the additional 
units. The smaller 6" well will be '"L"'"-c.u with another 8" well and the 45,0O0-gallon reservoir 
(Tank 2) v;,ill remain as is. At a minimum, the proposed 8" replacement well have a capacity of 330 
gpm@ 281 feet of head. The two wells will a combined supply capacity ofat least 645 gpm. 
The two well pumps will be controlled the water level in Tank 2. Fire 11v1:1rants will be at 500' 
intervals where new water mains are installed on the north side. In addition, hydrants near the clubhouse 
that are C!llTently connected to the :irr:1gat1on system will be reconnected to the public water system. 
The south side water system will consist of a 197 ,000-gallon reservoir (Tank l ), located 700-ft in 
elevation above the north side and served two booster pump stations in series. The pumps are 
controlled the water surface elevation in Tank l and will be supplied the wells and Tank 2 on the 
north side of the water system. Each booster pump station will need 10 a tlow rate of330 gpm. 
The dwelling units on the south side will be served from the ·=•v-'""""-''" tank by new 8" and 12" 
mains. Fire hydrants wiH be at 500' intervals throughout the south side system. Due to the 
substantial elevation difference between the top and bottom of the system, sixteen PRV assemblies will 
need to be installed at ap1pn>X1mJJ,teJly every l 00' of elevation There are ap1,roxm1ateJy 22 
units above the nr,)n<Jse:d .reservoir location that will need to be served a small booster pump system for 
their domestic....,,. .. =,....,.· Fire hv,rtrnnts are located within ap1proxrrnm:ely 1000 road-feet of these 22 upper 
which according to the Nonh Side Fire District is "'-'•"'~',.,.''""' and eliminates the need for fire booster 
pumps to serve this upper zone. 
SOURCE CAPACITY 
Well #1 is curren:tiya 6-inch weU with a 5 HP pump cai;1<UJJ:e rl·•""'"",.""" 45 gpm. WeU #2 is an &-inch 
well with a 30 HP pump dlschiLrgmg 315 gpm. Well Driller's for these wells are 
included in Appendix A Test pumping of Well tn indicated that this well is of a sustained 
of37o+ gpm. Well #1 was test pumped at 100--- gpm. Well# 1 will be replaced with an 8" well to 
provide a minimum of 330 gpm, which will result in a combined source capacity of at least 645 gpm. It 
should be noted that both of these wells l'.,,,.,.""',t1v rec1uu·en:1en1ts based 
testing in co1npiwJ1ce wii:h 
Idaho Rules for Public nrimlcm,:, 
pnlducw,g at least 800 per 
or about 330 Well #1 will be up,w.i,1ed 
restriction. 
Lakes currently has two groundwater rights filed with the Idaho i=~rnm,,,nt of Water 
One of them is a Municipal beneficial use cfs diversion 
_,Domestic plus u,,," .. ._..,.,.. beneficial use cfs diversion The total beneficial use for these water 
rights is 0.85 cfs or about 382 gpm. These water should be adequate until replacement 
Well# l at Hidden Lakes, at which time additional water will need to be secured. A total of 
cfs cfs additional) will be needed for system build-out. Water information is included in 
Api:1endix A 
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A tally of existing and proposed Equivalent Residential units (ERUs) for the existing subdivisions and ~~-
WATER DEMA. 'i'D 
for projected build-out of the amended Hidden Lakes P.U.D. follows. rypi-.{ Ji.} 
I ., Original Hidden Lakes Subdivision ( existing) 
• Hidden Lakes 1st Addition (existing) 
• H.idden Lakes 200 Addition ( existing) 
• Golden Tee Estates Phase I ( existing) 
• Golden Tee Estates Phase Il (existing) 








I 161 £Rib 
., Maintenance Buil · (existing) 
., Clubhouse Expansion 
• Additional Small Lots and Cabins (north side) 
• New Recreational Facilities (north side) 
" Sales Office/Deli (north side) 
.. Additional Lots and Ca.bins (south side) 










All lots in the system, both existing and proposed, wiU be metered. Where used, calculations assume 0.25 
acres of laV'm and landscaping irrigation per ERU. These calculated demands are conservative since the 
formula assumes 100% occupancy, and the second home nature of the development will lead to seasonal 
ocoupancy. Golf course irrigation will be provided from the Pack River and proposed wastewater reuse 
system and is not a part of the domestic water system. f ✓ ~ 
The average day demand for the model and system design is based on historical records from the existing ) Jw µt,-
system. This system consists of3 l single-family residential uni.ts, the golf course clubhouse (12 ERUs), ~ b J IP" 
and the golf course maintenance building (2 ERUs). Records for the total daily use from November 2003 )' r ,~ 
to December 2005 were reviewed, and a summary of these records is provided in Appendix B. The fC~wp,1r 'J 
observed average daily use is 429 Ions day per ERU (gpd/ERU). This is used for the average day 
demand in the hydraulic model. U ~• _ ? 0 0 tf J / G:R l.,{_ r, i h: tn v'""" i ,- ~~ 
The maximum day demand was determined by reviewing observed and calculated data. The observed 
data for Hidden Lakes shows a maximum day of 1,531 gpd/ERU. Observed data from Sunnyside 
Subdivision, a nearby residential subdivision with seasonal occupancy, was also reviewed. Stmnyside is a 
good representation of the planned residential development at Hidden Lakes because it is an all-
residential seasonal home development with similar lot sizes and no commercial use. This observed data 
shows a ma.,imum day of71 U (sec Appendix B), which is half that observed for Hidden Lakes 
during the same time period. tremely high use at Hidden Lakes occurred during the summer when 
the golf course is in use, and the clubhouse is at its busiest. It is suspected that un-accounted for water 
use from golf cart washing, irrigation of flowerbeds and practice greens around the clubhouse, and the 
decorative fountain at the clubhouse are major contributors to the high maximum day demand. The: 
maximum day demand was also calculated using DEQ's design fi:e note "Design Flows - Public Water 
Systems". The maximum day calculated demand is 1,255 gpdiERV (see Appendix B). For this model, 
the maximum day demand calculated from the DEQ design file equation was selected because it is 
conservative (l.77 times larger) when compared m the Sunnyside data and because of the uncertainty ir.. 
assigning ERUs to the golf course clubhouse. 
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the 
times the maximum use and 6.55 times average be 
hour demand is not available from Hidden Lakes or ,-,,nmNu1,-
The North Side Fire District has indicated that a minimum fire flow of 
duration will be rP.flnir,,c! for the overall ae,,elo,prr,ent 
ln summary, the demands used for modefmg purposes are: 
? 
gpm for two 
As stated the North Srle Fire District has indicated that a minimum of 1,500 
hour duration is ret1tnu-et! fur the overall aeveioom~:m. The system meets mis 
hour 
hydrants will be installed in all new evc:lm,m1ent areas and will be located witlm. approximately 250-ft of 
all buildabie lots. Multiple fue 11v1ilran~,; on the north side of the de,1el•Jp1nei:it are connected to 
either the pressure l.u"114a.uu•u system or to surface water sources via lines. These connectior.s will all 
be abandoned and 1c;1-m1.,,cu with connections to the u1Jl'.l•'""''-' domestic water system. All new homes 
constructed on the south side of the n"''""'""v "Will have ernal fire SU[)Pfi3sslon sprlilK!ers The 
systems will branch off of the • on the customer side of the meter, Vr'ith service 
WATER STORAGE 
The two 
2) at an e!evatfon 
reservoir sits at a 
serve the upper nrnrru,n<> of the vA.t:>uug 
system it serves are not included in 
ackflow orevezmo,n 
reservoir 
re2ula,tes system presstLres. A small 
pumrx:d from foe lower reservoir to 
tank and the 
? 
l) will be constructed near the top of the system on the south side 
in series that draw from the lower distribution system will 
The reservoir """""'~""" the domestic and fire flow of the system. 
The ret1uJJr1.:u :reservoir storage was determined 
model. The tables a summary 
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co. 
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Table 2. Reservoir Stora Provided 


















- 1"0°' f' ' . db h .. ' d' ./,
1
'· • e :ota1 ,torage pro·✓!-= 1s "- /o o me toca, stornge rcqw:-e y r e nyarauuc mo el s1mu.at1oos. !t 
shoutd be r;.otec: that fae fire flow simulatioG> were tjro on the maximum da.y. and represo::n the worst-case 
requirement for tank storage. Fire 5:mulations were rfm ::m beth the riorth and sDu.tr. sides o; rhe system 
and corresponding storage requirements were obtained for each tank to ens,ire adeqU2te fire protection for 
the overall system. 
The follov,,ing table provides a .a:·canmary of t..'le ~a:nk c0ntrol settrngs in the r.iodei: 
t; 
Table 4 Tank Levels ,s' 
Level : Tank l l Tank2 I 
~,faximu:m (Overflow) I 2812.50 2275.50 
Pumu Off I 2812.00 ?275.00 I 
Pump On l 28:0.00 2270.00 
~tinii::mm ! 2797.50 2268.50 
Base (Tank Floor) l 2797.00 226R.OO I 
'.:ross-Section Area i 1,753 33 sf 778 sf 
PRESSVRE ZONES 
The system consists of seven pressure zones isolated by 16 pressure reducing valve (PRY) assemblies, 
with the lowest zone being the existing system. The total elevation change is just under 900-ft. The 
desi ressures are 40 to 95 psi under average day conditions. PRV settings are included m 
Under static conditions, the pressures in the wa1er mains vary from 40 psi to 127 psi 
throughout the system. An upper boosted zone serves 22 lots from the upper reservoir down to elevation -t-1 
2715, where system pressures reach 40 psi. Pressures over 100 psi exist in the system, and are necessary f'Q 
to maintain a minimum pressure of 40 psi at the planned home site locations. ~ / 
reducing valves may be required at thirteen lots and indivi · · fur six l 
~ to for the m site. Table 5 below lists the lots where individual pressure 
reducing valves or individual booster stationsare anticipated, with those dependent upon the selected 
home site elevation labeled as "Potential'" ' 
Toodrman-Orton Engineering Co. Page5 of8 
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THE JDAHO CLUB PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM 
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Individual service connections must be at the locations provided by the design engineer on the 
construction plans. The hydraulic model w:11 be used to verify that pressures benveen 40 and 100 psi 
. serve each house in accordance with.IR.PDWfrequirement. Should pressures eK.ceed 100 psi, then service 
from a different main line in another pressure zone or individual PRV's will be required Ifpress.ures are 
under 40 psi. then service from a main line in a higher zone or an individual pressure boosting station will 
be required. A spreadsheet with individual lot pressures is included in Appendix C. 
BOOSTER PUMPING 
Booster pumping from the existing system to the new reservoir is required. To meet the source capacity 
requirements of the upper zones, two booster stations in series ca le of I · 330 gpm are 
required. Estimated total dynamic H) calculations for the booster- stations axe inc d in 
Appendix E. Addi1ional booster pumping (domestic only) from the new reservoir to 22 Iots abo-..,-e 
elevation 2715 will also be required because pressures from the upper reservoir do not reach 40 psi lmtil 
an elevation of27l5 or lower. 
The booster stations will each have two pumps with a capacity of 330 gpm each for redundancy. The 
pumps will alternate starts, with either pump capable of satisfying the required flow. The lower booster 
pump station (Pwnp 3) is at elevation 2215, and the intake line connects to the existing distribution 
system below the lowest PRV liSSembly. The static head on the pump is 24 psi, and the operating head is 
18-26 psi on the suction side. The design point for this pump is 330 gpm@ 295-ft. The system pressure 
\. 
where the pump intake line connects is 40 psi or greater for all model scenarios. The upper booster pump ,rJ 
sta_tio~ (~p 4) is ~t elevation 2510, and bas _a pumping rate equ_al to the lower boo_ster. The ~esign ~ (th 
powt tor this pump IS 330 gpm.@ 296-ft. Esmnated total dynamtc head curves are m Appendix E. \ ,• . 
C.ti- I(") 
Backup power is not proposed for the booster stations because ;;torage is adequate to meet flow demands _,,- ~ 
during power outage events. Power outage records were obtained from Northern Lights, Inc. (north side 
of Highway 200) and A vista Utilities (south side of Highway 200) for 2002-2005. Northern Lights power 
·outages averaged 1 hour 18 minutes, with a maximum of 6 hours 8 minutes. Avista Utilities averaged 24 
-minutes during th.e same period, with a maximum of 1 hour 31 minutes. (See Appendix. H) The total 
peak hour demand is 69,732 gallons in one hour. The total system storage is 235,216 gallons, which is 
equivalent to 3 hours and 22 minutes of storage at peak hour demand. Tris storage can also provide 
-·service for 7 hours and 33 minutes on the maximum day, and 22 hours and 5 minutes on the average day. 
SYSTEM A.:.'<rALYSIS Ai.~D HYDRAULIC MODEL 
The proposed system was analyzed using WaterCAD v6.5 by Haestad Methods to verify compliance with 
Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems (IDAPA5S.0l.08 section 552), 10-State Standards, and 
the requirements of the North Side Fire District. Unit demands wen; distributed across tJ1e nodes in the 
T oothrnan-Orton Engineering Co. Page 5 of8 
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model lo ~-~·=•"'~· reflect nvmrnm" system "1-""'"""vu. Pump based on tank levels, were used in 
the model and will be included in the system design. The model consists of 135 1w..,1.uvu,,, 197 t\:vo 
wells with pumps, two booster pumps, and two tanks. A system schematic and control diagram is 
included in .,....~,µc;uu,,,. F, and the WaterCAD system map is in Appendix G. The 
analyzed in WaterCii.D: 
(
. model was used to conduct time simulations under domestic and fire demands to 
pu.'11p times and tank levels in addition to system pressures. All simulations were 
cm:npJteteia with constant domestic dermu:,ds, ranks and al] off. The 
simulations were conducted for a 24-hr for the average day and LUa".-.uuww one-hour for the 
peak hour and tvvo hours on the maximum fire flow. Fire flow simulations were 
co111pilete:d for individual fire events on both the north side and south side of the system, with a 1,500 
fire demand on critical nodes within the model. Simulation results for each scenario are inc:lucied 
in Apcpe•nditx I. The minimum and maximum =~"''''"'rt pressures noted above are maintained for each 
scenario. 
The system is able to meet the average demands. On the average \VeU Pump l, which feeds 
Tank 2 r@«Pni•,wr 4 times with an average run time of LB I hours per Well 2 
3 times with an average run time of 1.66 how-s to feed Tank 2 and Booster 3 and 4, which 
in turn feed the water storage tank on the South aide Booster 3 and Booster 4 cycle 
3 times with an average run time of 1.73 hours per Tank 1 maintains 83% fuli or greater, while 
Tank 2 varies from 36% to 93% full. 
The system is able to meet maximwn 
an average run time of 3.44 hours per 
and run for the remainder of the 
36% to 93% full. 
Peak Hour 
demands. On the maximum day, 5 times with 
2, 3, and 4 turn on at 1.79 hours into the maximum 
Tank l varies from 81 % to 97% full and Tank 2 varies from 
The system is aole to meet 1 turns on after 0.64 hours into the and 
does not turn off during the remainder of the hour. Pump 2 and Booster Pumps 3 and 4 tum on after 
0. 77 hours into the hour and do not turn the remainder of the peak hour. Tanlc l is 79% 
full and Tank 2 is 32% full at the end of the Peak Hour simulation. 
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OFFICES IN /DAHO & CALIFORNIA 
March 30, 20 ! 7 
Dear Customers: 
On March 6, 2017 First District Court of Idaho under the direction of District Judge Barbara B:1chanan ordered VP Inc. 
the operator of your servrces to vacate properties Purchased by Valiant [daho LLC. Unfortunately this order was granted 
even though there am sever ramifications to all the residences of The Idaho Club and the Hidden Lakes development. 
Those properties include the sewer lagoon and two pumping stations; rnd a reservoir. As a resuit of this order many of you 
may be without water service immediately. 
Those of you living on the south side of Highway 200 and ~hose of you living in lodge homes developed by POBD and 
other homes located on North Idaho Club Dr., Waterdance Way, and some homes on Jim Bro,vn Way. may be without 
water and thus without sewer service. In addition an properties located in. the Hidden Lakes or Idaho Clilb Development 
will be without adequate fire protection. Please do not bring in water to flush toilets or drains as that might cause a backup 
of sewage into your homes. 
We believe this ls an unjustified and dangerous court order placed on VP, Inc. and are sony for any inconvenience this 
order may cause you. We have requested that Judge Buchanan place a stay on this order in an effo1t to protect your 
property and your property values and allow us to continue to provide you the necessary services for your safery and 
security and comfort. 
This letter was scheduled to go out with your monthly billing but today r was informed by some customers that you 
received a letter from TIC LLC stating that they are now providing you with sewer service and you a:-e to pay them $90 
per month. 
Without water it ts not possible to operate the sewer system and our lines and pumping system are used for transporting 
affluent. Our service agreement with you provides that we are to be paid for accepting atl1uent from your property. Lntil 
we have a resolution we \Vil] continue to accept and rransport your affluent. 
fn order to not put you in a difficult position, until this is resolved in the courts, we will discontinue charging you for 
sewer service so you will only be billed for water at this time. 
If you have questions regarding this please contacr any of the following: 
The First District Court of Idaho - 208-446-1225 
Department of Environmental Quality- 208-769-1422 or contact Daniel Redline at 
daniel.redline'@d .i o. v 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 208-762-2800 or \1organ Case at an.Case,w'dwr.idaho. 1 O\ 
Valiant Idaho, LLC attention William Haberman at b @ 
Northside Fire District 208-265-4114 
You can of course contact me at 208-660-8474 or dick@villeilipn.w.com. 
Sincerely, 
VP, Inc. 
Richard A. Villelli, President I 
EXHIBIT 
10 
lOOi W. WhitticrBivd.,LaHabra,CA9063l • (562)69!-32J-:'IFax(7l4)526·02I2 
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VP Inc 
1001 W. Whittier Bfvd 
La Habra, CA 90631 
Hieber, Wyatt LD & DA, Husband & Wife 
RE:GTE8, BLK2-LOT3 
1613 W. Pinehill Rd. 
Spokane,WA 99218 
QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL STEV!E-951-966-5264 



































Dear Property Owner: 
It is our understanding that you received a letter from VP, Inc. which has raised certain 
questions about the current status of the water and sewer services at The Idaho Club. 
As stated in our recent letter with the April sanitary sewer invoices, ownership and 
exclusive legal possession of the sanitary sewer facilities located at The Idaho Club have been 
transferred to TIC Utilities, LLC ("TIC Utilities"), an affiliate of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). As a 
result, TIC Utilities is the sole provider of wastewater collection and treatment, and all future 
payments for such service should be made to TIC Utilities. Panhandle Management, Inc., led 
by Tom Curtiss, is managing the billing and collection of such payments, just as they do for the 
HOA, and operation of the system is being provided by E3 Consulting, led by Jason Wereley. 
Regarding the water service, Valiant has foreclosed on and acquired all of the 
component parts of the public water system, with the exception of the source wells which are 
owned by VP, Inc. Valiant has since been granted its own water right by the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources with sufficient capacity to provide water service to all of the property owners 
within The Idaho Club in the future. We are obtaining the necessary approvals from the Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality to design and drill new wells and construct the necessary 
improvements, to act as a public water system for The Idaho Club. We expect to have this 
process completed and the new wells ready by mid-Summer 2017. At that time, we will also 
offer water service to The Idaho Club property owners. 
In the interim, while Valiant has legal ownership of certain parts of the existing public 
water system, neither Valiant nor TIC Utilities have exercised its rights to take legal possession 
of this infrastructure. Thus, in short, neither Valiant nor TIC Utilities have taken action, nor plan 
to, that would prevent or prohibit VP, Inc. from providing water service to The Idaho Club and/or 
honoring its service contracts to provide such services. Further, neither Valiant nor TIC Utilities 
is preventing or hindering VP, Inc. from providing the necessary water to continue to serve the 
fire hydrants throughout The Idaho Club. 
Until further notice, VP, Inc. remains the water service provider at The Idaho Club, and 
all payments for water service should continue to be made to VP, Inc. 
Regards, 





____ g, 2 
Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
.--. -<q ·-. :::- ('· ;"'" i ~ \ !.i•J 
r::-~: /'_;uc1~: ~ ~ ;~/~1L~:s~ 
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McCOl'."NELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICLt\L DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BLlLDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
DECLARATION OF 
STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E., IN SUPPORT 
OF V ALIA."'lT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR 
ORDER ALLOWING USE AND ACCESS 
OFPARCELS1AND2,AND 
APPLICATION FOR STAY OF 
ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION 
TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E., IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORAi~DUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS 1 AND 2, AND APPLICATION 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT I Page 1 
!:\1547.201\PLD\Post-Trial\VP Mtn to Allow-Cordes Dec 170410.docx 
ORIGll~AL 
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I, Steven B. Cordes, hereby state and declare: 
1. I am a Principal Engineer and Vice President of Welch Comer Engineers 
("Welch Comer") in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and I make this declaration based on my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. I have been with Welch Comer since 1995 and have designed multipie water and 
waste\vater systems, including treatment plants, groundwater wells, pump stations and reservoirs. 
I am personally familiar with the development located in or around Sandpoint, Idaho, 
commonly known as The Idaho Club. I am also familiar with the location of the water system 
infrastructure identified on the applications identified in this declaration, which I have submitted 
to the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("IDEQ") on behalf of Valiant Idaho, LLC 
("Valiant"). 
3. Welch Comer was retained by Valiant and/or its wholly-o\\<ned affiliates, including 
TIC Utilities, LLC ("TIC Utilities"), to perform various engineering services on Valiant's behalf, 
including the preparation and submission of permit applications with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("IDWR") and IDEQ. I am very familiar with the permitting process and 
regularly advise clients and help them with this application process. 
4. On February 24, 2017, Welch Comer submitted to IDEQ a formal application for 
transfer of the Reuse Permit from POBD to TIC Utilities. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true 
and correct copy of the application for transfer submitted on February 24, 2017 to IDEQ 
("Transfer Application"). 
DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E., IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE Ai'IID ACCESS OF PARCELS l AND 2, AND APPLICA TlON 
FOR ST A Y OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO ENFORCE JlSDGMENT j Page 2 
!:\1547.20 I\PLD\Post-Trial\VP Mtn to Allow-Cordes Dec l 704W.docx 
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5. In addition to the Transfer Application, TIC Utilities has also retained 
Welch Comer to submit an application to IDEQ for a new wastewater reuse permit. To that end, 
Welch Comer is currently preparing the required "Preliminary Technical Report" and has met v.ith 
IDEQ concerning various technical issues. 
6. Welch Comer is also assisting Valiant with its application to IDEQ to become a 
municipal water provider. On February 8, 2017, Welch Comer submitted a Facility Plan 
Overview to IDEQ. A true and correct copy of the Facility Plan Overview is attached hereto 
as Exhibit B. Upon completing its review, IDEQ should issue Valiant a new "Public Water 
System" number. 
I DECLARE, under penalty of perjury, that t.'le foregoing is true and correct 
DATED this 10th day of April 2017. 
STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E. 
DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E., IN SUPPORT OF 
V ALIA.NT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS J AND 2, A-"ID APPLICATION 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTlNG 
MOTION TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT I Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V, LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln W~ay 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated!North Idaho Resorts 
With two copies via Federal Express to: 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Ric 
DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. CORDES, P.E., IN SUPPORT OF 
V ALIAl'iT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS 1 AND 2, AND APPLICATION 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTI:'\G 
MOTION TO E::'-iFORCE JUDGMENT I Page 4 
!:\l 547.201\FLDiPost-Trial\VP Mtn lo Allow-Cordes Dec 170410.docx 
r ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ✓] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
garvfinney1a),finney law .net 
[ } U.S. Mail 
l ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ✓J Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
sweeks(wjvwlaw.net 
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For DEQ Use Only 
Date Stamp: 
log# ___ _ 
File __________________ _ 
Transmittal Form for Engineering Review 
Consultant/Engineer: DEQ has implemented a statewide program for tracking engineering submittafs. Please fill out all 
sections (required) and return a completed form with each submittal to DEQ. Failure to include this completed form 
will result in administrative rejection of the project. Onfy one set of plans/specslreportsletc is necessary per submittal. 
Date: t8J Standard Review D Grant/Loan D Consent Order/Compliance -------02/24/17 D QLPE Review 
Project Title: Idaho Club Reuse Permit Transfer 
New project name? D Old name: 
Summary of Project: Idaho Reuse Permit #LA-00123-02 Transfer Request 
City and County: 
Water Purveyor: Valiant Idaho, LLC Sewer Purveyor: 
Included in this submittal: D Checklists O Plans D Specs D Record Drawings D Facility Plan 
D PreHm Engineering Report D O&M Manual D NP Study O TFM 
D Will Serve letter(s) D Data/Calculations D Well Site Eval D P&Z App 
Owner Contact Name: William Haberman -------------------------------------
0 w n er I Developer Company: Valiant Idaho, LLC ------'-----------------------------
Address: 916 Greenlawn Street 
City I State I Zip. Celebration. FL 34747 
Phone: _(4_0_7~)_9_7_3-_7_8_7_5 _____ Email: william.haberrnan@me.com 
□ Water D Sewer D Water Treatment 
~ Wastewater Treatment D Biosoiids/Siudge 
C Other ________________ _ 
# of Connections: 
Welch Comer Engineers 
ConsultanUEngineers - Company Name 
Steve Cordes, P.E. 
Engineer/ Contact 
scordes@welchcomer.com 
Engineer/ Contact - Email Address 
(208) 664-9382 
Engineer I Contact - Phone Number 
Please leave Blank. For Official DEQ Use Only. 
Date ,'0odified:;:, Ociobe:r 4, 201'.J 
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Transfer Request 
Idaho Reuse Permit #LA-00123-02 
February 24, 2017 
BACKGROUND 
Valiant Idaho has acquired the wastewater collection, treatment, and reuse system located 
within what is commonly known as the Idaho Club. They wish to take over operations of the 
system and are requesting that the existing reuse permit be transferred to them. They are also 
currently preparing an application for a new reuse permit. This request follows IDAPA 58.01 .17 
section 800. 
A. Legal name and address of permittee: See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
B. Legal name and address of transferee: See Haberman letter dated February 241~ 
C. Location and common name of facility: See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
A tax map showing the properties acquired by Valiant Idaho is also attached. 
D. Date of Proposed transfer: As soon as possible, no later than 30 days from this request 
E. Technical, Financial, and Managerial capacity. See Haberman letter dated February 
24th, additional information is attached. 
F. Signed Declaration by transferee that the transferee has reviewed the permit and 
understands the terms of the permit. See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
G. Permittee Sworn statement: Attached. 
H. See Haberman letter dated February 24th • 
Technical, Financial, Managerial Capacity 
This section provides information regarding the technical, financial, and managerial capacity of 
the Transferee for the Idaho Club reuse system. 
TECHNICAL CAPACITY 
See Haberman letter February 24th• 
Copies of E3's licenses are attached. 
X.\844\44026 Valiant Idaho C!ut\Reuse Transfer Request\Transfer Requestdocx 
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FINANCIAL CAPACITY 
See Haberman letter February 24th • 
MANAGERIAL CAPACITY 
See Haberman letter February 24th· 
Recommendation of staff qualifications: Our understanding is that the current operator 
requirement for the system is class II treatment with a land application certification. E3 
exceeds these qualifications. We are currently preparing a Technical Report as part of an 
application for a new reuse permit. A new operator classification worksheet will be completed 
as part of this report. 
Communications: TIC Utilities has engaged Welch Comer for professional services and E3 for 
operations. Welch Comer and E3 are very experienced in the design, construction, and 
operations of municipal wastewater systems. They also have good working relationships with 
IDEQ and understand the communication and reporting requirements. 
Planning: Welch Comer and E3 will provide ongoing support to TIC for the long term 
operation, maintenance, and planning of the wastewater system. 
X:\B44\44025 Valiant Id ldaho Ciub\Reuse Transfer Request\Transfer Request.docx 
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February 24, 2017 
Matt Plaisted, P.E. 
Engineering Manager 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality 
2110 Ironwood Parkway 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Re: Proposed Transfer of The Idaho Club Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 
Dear Matt: 
This memorandum is in support of the proposed transfer of the above-referenced Reuse Permit 
#LA-000123-02. Specifically, see the below responses to Idaho Administrative Code Secs. 800 and 409: 









Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("Permittee") 
Attn: Charles Reeves 
484 Washington Blvd, B51 l 
Monterey, CA 93940 
TIC Utilities, LLC ("Transferee") 
Its: Managing Member, Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Attn: William Habem1an, Manager 
3 10 Charleston Place 
Celebration, FL 34747 
(407) 973-7875 
wi1liam.haberman@me.com 
The Idaho Club 
216 Clubhouse Way 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
As soon as possibie but not later than 30 days from the date of this transfer request 
See below. 
This memorandum shall serve as Transferee's signed declaration that Transferee has 
reviewed Reuse Permit #LA-000 l 23-02, and fully understands the tenns of said Permit. 
Permittee sworn statement of full knowledge and consent included in transfer request. 
Transferee is not aware of any judicial decree, compliance agreement, enforcement order 
or other outstanding obligating instrument, the terms of which have net been met. 
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IDAPA 58.0L 16 - Section 409: 





It is the understanding of the Transferee that the Reuse Permit is for an existing system 
that adequately services all of the developed homes and homesites within the service 
area. Transferee may, but is not required to, further develop property within the service 
area. In the event that such development occurs and it requires additions or modifications 
to the existing system, Transferee acknowledges and agrees that it will design, construct 
and operate such future improvements within full compliance with the relevant Idaho 
State m]es, regulations and laws. 
Transferee will engage E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, 900 E Street, Plummer, ID 
83851 as the licensed operator of the system. E3 Consulting will have a plan in place to 
deal with any and all emergencies related to the operation of the system. 
Transferee, as a single member LLC wholly owned by Valiant Idaho, LLC, the owner of 
the majority of the real property within the service area, is fully prepared to replace and 
improve all necessary infrastructure, as needed, to support the development efforts of 
Valiant Idaho, LLC. At the present time, Transferee is not aware of any infrastructure 
that is in need of immediate repair or replacement to fully service the service area 
covered by the Permit. 
Trained personnel with an understanding of the technical and operational characteristics 
of the system will be provided under a contract with E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, 
as mentioned in our response to 409 .0 l (b ). 
409.02 - Financial Capacity 
409.0Z(b) 
409.02(c) 
It is the understanding ofTransforee that the Reuse Permit is for an existing system 
that adequately services all of the developed homes and homesites within the service 
area. Transferee may, but is not required to, further develop property within the service 
area, but there are no immediate needs for which Transferee will incur construction 
costs. For the costs of operation and maintenance, there are currently 108 homesites, 
billed $96 per month, for an annual total of $124,416. In the event of a deficit, the 
sole member of Transferee, Valiant Idaho, LLC, has sufficient current assets and access w 
private capital to cover any such deficit. 
As stated above, for the costs of operation and maintenance, there are currently 108 
homesites, billed $96 per month, for an annual total of $124,416. In the event of a 
deficit, the sole member of Transferee, Valiant Idaho, LLC, has sufficient current 
assets and access to private capital to cover any such deficit. As also previously stated, 
Transferee will engage E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, as the licensed operator of 
the system. For accounting and billing, Transferee will engage Panhandle Management, 
Inc., Attn: Tom Curtiss, 30336 Highv.ry 200, Suite D, Ponderay, TD 83852. Panhandle 
Management, Inc. currently handles all of the accounting and billing for The Idaho Club 
Homeowners Association, Inc., and thus has an existing business relationship with the 
current property owners within the service area. 
Transferee believes that the professional combination of E3 Consulting for operations and 
Panhandle Management for accounting and billing, with oversight from the management 
team of Transferee and Valiant Idaho, LLC, will provide more than adequate fiscal 
control of the operation and maintenance of the system. 
9602 
409.02(d) To the extent necessary or required, Transferee and/or it sole member, Valiant [daho, LLC 
shall maintain a cash reserve in the amount determined by DEQ to be sufficient to cover 
one ( 1) year of operation and maintenance. 
409.03 - Managerial Capacity 
409.03(a) Transferee acquired the property via foreclosure as documented by the Sheriff's 
Certificate of Sale recorded November 8, 2016 as Instrument #897573 in the Bonner 




Responsible Party - Wastewater System Compliance: 
TIC Utilities, LLC ("Transferee") 
Its: Managing Member, Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Attn: William Haberma.11, Manager 
3 10 Charleston Place 
Celebration, FL 34747 
( 407) 973-7875 
~
Responsible Charge Operator: 
E3 Consulting 
Attn: Jason Were!ey 
900 E Street 
Plummer, ID 83851 
(208) 659-5471 
ja,wnd ere! @~ai1.com 
The system will be owned by a single purpose entity, the proposed Transferee, and 
managed i.,;nder the terms and conditions of a management contract with the 
Responsible Charge Operator, E3 Consulting. Transferee wiU be responsible for all 
major decisions and financial need while the Responsible Charge Operator will be 
responsible for the day-to-day management and compliance of the system. 
All other requirements for the transfer of Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 are included herewith. 
Transferee hereby acknowledges, accepts and certifies to the information provided with this request. 
TRANSFEREE: 
TIC UTILITIES, LLC 
By: ~ALIANT IDAHO, LLC 
Its: Managing Member/ Sole Member 
By: William Haberman 





Tax Delinquent Lots 






Pend Oreille &inner Development, LLC is the current permittee ("Permittee") for the Municipal 
Wastewater Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 for The Idaho Club, originally issued on July 28, 2010. This 
shall serve as the sworn knowledge and consent of Perrnittee to the proposed permit transfer request by 
and to Valiant Idaho, LLC from Permittee. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, LlC 
A'] 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this / • day of February, 2017. 
JULIA C SWETISH 
Notary Public - Arizona 
Maricopa Couniy 











Professional & Reliable 
Zenon Ultra-Filtration Membranes 
Membrane IRecln::ulation Pumps 
Jason D. Wereley has been working in the 
water and wastewater field since 1998. He 
began his career with the Hayden Area Re• 
gional Sewer Board Wastewater Treatment 
Plant as an Operator, before joining a local 
engineering firm coordinating and imple-
menting the start-up of the first two mem-
brane filtration plants in North Idaho for 
Gozzer Ranch and the City of Dover. 
Working to keep the 
environment clean through 
knowledge and experience. 
"Let\· worA wg,·ther to Net tlU' 
joh ,lone!'' 
jasondwereley@gmail.com 
Phone: 208-659-54 71 





E·3 Consulting offers a wide range 
services specifically geared to 
address the environmental chal• 
lenges that come with water and 
wastewater systems. 
We are licensed in water treat-
ment, wastewater, collection sys-
tems and land application of waste-
water. 
We can offer solutions to issues 
that often arise with the implemen-
tation or on-going operation of a 
water or wastewater system 
whether you are a small or large 
municipality, or privately owned. 
Certifications 
+ Wastewater Operator, 
Treatment- Class Ill 
• Wastewater Operator, 
Collection Class 11 
• Drinking Water Operator, 
Treatment - Class I 




.. System Evaluation 
" Water & Wastewater 
Operations 
• Collection System Evaluation 
"' Land Application 
.. Operational System Design 
.. Operator's Perspective of the 
System 
.. Project Management/ 
Supervision 
.. Will work with Engineering 
Firms, Private Owners and 
Elected Officials for Improved 
Operations 
2 Water/Wastewater 
.. Operator Training 
.. 




Collection System Operations 
Record Keeping & Process 
Control 
.. Compliance with EPA & DEQ 
Requirements 
.. Specializing in Start-Up of 
Membrane Filtration Plants 
~ Services 
.. Septic Tank Sealant 
.. Pump & Motor Repair 
" i::;i,,,.~r,,r,:,I Design, Installation, 
Maintenance and Trouble 
Shooting 
,. Process/ Integration & Controb 
Skills and Knowledge 
.. Construction Inspection & Observation 
,. Water/Wastewater System Coordination 
,. Environmental Compliance 
,. Site Disturbance lnspedlon 
,. Water & Wastewater System Design, 
Planning and Operation 
.. Wastewater Main lnsper.fion 
,. Water/Wastewater laboratory Testing 
.. System Efficiency Monitoring 
.. System Chlorination & Maintenance 
• Plan Review & Approval 
• Equipment Operation 
• Electrical Trouble-Shooting 
Numerous classes in: 




Confined Space Entry 
Basic Electricity 
Basic Laboratory 
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W>derih~ laws and rules of tho Slate ofldallo lo openrta e a(nl 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT OPERATOR 
CLASS Ill 
JASON D WERELEY 
E3 CONSULTING LLC 
P.O. BOX487 
PLUMMER ID B3851 
--✓~ (.~~/ 
Tana Co,y WWTJ-133# 
Chief, B.0.L Number 
JASON D WERELEY 
J?.O. BOX 487 
PLUMMER ID 83851 
01/1412018 
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JASON D WERELEY 
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-/,.-~ 
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NECIA MAJANI, P.E 
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VALIANT IDAHO, LLC; PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM FOR IDAHO CLUB 
FEBRUARY 8, 20i 7 
WIUAM HABERMAN 
Valiant ldaro, LLC is has acquired ownership of the subdivision/development known as Idaho 
Club as well as key water system appurtenances ".:'1at serve the Idaho Club. An overview of the 
service area and appurtenances owned by Valiant Idaho, LLC is shown in Figure 1. 
The public water system serving Idaho Club was previously operated by VP, Inc. However, VP, 
Inc. does not have a current contract to continue to supply water to the Idaho Club. 
Valiant Idaho, LLC, intends to become the sole municipal provider of this service area and will 
comply with the requirements to become a public water supply. 
This memo provides an overview of the existing water system and Valiant Idaho, LLC's plan to 
serve it. 
General Description of Existing Water System 
The existing system is served by two groundwater wells. The initial well (Weil #1) was drilled in 
1985 and has a capacity of 45 gpm. This well is located on Golden Tee Block 3, Lot 3. The 
second well (Well #2) was drilled in 2000 and has a capacity of 315 gpm. Well #2 is located on 
Golden Tee Block 3, Lot 1. (These wells wiH likely be retained by VP Inc.) 
The wells pump to the 45,000 gallon tank (refer to the attached map). The tank maintains 
system pressure in the service area north of Highway 200 when the wells are not pumping. 
There are 2 booster stations on the south side of the highway that operate in series to convey 
water from the north Highway 200 pressure datum to a tank which appears to be 225,000 
gallons on the south side of the highway. A third booster station is located at the 225,000 gallon 
reservoir to directly pressurize the highest water services on the system. 
Valiant Idaho, LLC will has obtained ownership of existing 45,000 gallon and 225,000 gallon 
storage and all booster facilities. It will be necessary for Valiant Idaho, LLC to replace the 
existing well capacity. 
An overview of the existing and proposed facilities which will serve the Idaho Club service area 
is shown in Figure 2. 
Original System Design 
We do not have access to actual demand data for the existing system. After reviewing the 2006 
design engineering report1 for the system, which was prepared by TO Engineers, it appears that 
the system was originally designed to support a total of 600 equivalent dwelling units (EDU's} or 
single family dwellings, based on the following: 
1 The information presented 1n the 2008 Report is the best available information. The report (minus Appendices) 
provided in Attachment 1. 
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a. Average Day Demand (ADD}: 429 gpd/EDU 
b. Maximum Day Demand (MOD): 1,255 gpd/EDU 
c. Peak Hour Demand (PHO): 2,807 gpd/EDU (1.95 gpm/EDU) 
2. Source: 
a. WeH #1 and #2 have current combined capacity of 360 gpm. 
b. In order to serve 600 EDU's, the original plan required replacement of Well #1 
with an 8" well capable of supplying an additional 330 gpm. 
3. Storage: 
a. 1500 gpm for 2 hours = 180,000 gallons of fire suppression storage 
b. 55,000 gallons of operating storage 
c. Equalization storage of 69, 732 gallons 
d. Standby Storage = 3 hours of average day demand (based on 600 EDU's) 
i. Total Required: 237,000 gallons 
Modified Service and Capacity Requirements 
The Idaho Club service area (Figure 1) includes just over 50 active connections. The entire Idaho 
Club water service area currently includes an estimated 350 lots with water service stubs. 
{Thus, Valiant Idaho, LLC intends to develop source capacity for approximately 350 lots.} The 
service area includes some large parcels which may be subdivided in the Mure by Valiant Idaho, 
LLC. Valiant Idaho, LLC may choose to further subdivide the large parcels; it is unlikely that they 
will ultimately serve up to 600 as originally planned. Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, it is 
assumed that the ultimate buildout with future subdivisions will be 510 gpm {85% of the original 
design}. It is noted that the majorfty of these parcels are single family dwelling units. Thus, for 
purposes of establishing demand, it is assumed that each subdivided parcel represents 1 
equivalent dwelling unit (EDU). 
Following is an analysis provided to reflect current Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water 
Systems and the anticipated growth within the service area. 
1. Demand (same as above): 
a. ADD: 429 gpd/EDU 
b. MOD: 1,255 gpd/EDU 
c. PHO: 2,807 gpd/EDU (1.95 gpm/EDU) 
Based on the above demand, the following table provides the estimated current active, buildout 
of all existing "stubbed in" parcels and ultimate buildout with subdivision of large parcels for the 
water service area: 
Table 1: Demand Summary -~-, 
I i Bu!ldout of all 
! 
I Ultimate buildout with 
I i Current Active Existing ("Stubbed Subdivision of Large 
Parcels 
I 
In") Parcels Parcels I 
Total EDU's 
I 
i 54 I 350 510 
l 
i 
ADD (aom) 16 I 104 152 i i 
I i 
MDD (cmrn) I 47 l 305 444 i 
PHD1aom) ! 105 I 683 995 I i 
2. Source: 
a. Current standards require sufficient source capacity to provide maximum day 
demand with largest well out of service. 
Table 1 shows that current MOD is estimated at less than 50 gpm, at buildout of the existing 
parcels, the estimated MOO is 305 gpm. At buildout of the future parcels, total MOD is 
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Considering the above, Valiant Idaho, LLC intends to initially construct two wells: 1 sized for 
approximately 300 gpm and the second sized for approximately 150 gpm. Thus, total diversion 
capacity will be approximately 450 gpm. This planned source development provides for the 
following scenarios: 
The total diversion capacity of 450 gpm matches closely with the ultimate buildout of the water 
service area. Development of one well with a large pump and one well with a pump half its size 
allows for the most efficient pumping scenarios. Current demands can largely be served off of 
the single well. The larger pump allows the system to grow to approximately i 75 EDU's without 
adding pump capacity as necessary to meet Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems. 
Once the system has 175 active EDU's, the small pump will be replaced with a 300 gpm pump. 
Additional subdivision beyond the existing 350 EDU's will require a third well equipped with a 





i Welf 2 3 
-~~-~~----, 
54 ' This EDU's 300 150 NIA 
175 are 300 300 ON VFD1 NIA 
350 "stubbed in". 300 300 ON VFD NIA 
510 2021 300 300 ON VFD 150 
Valiant Idaho, LLC will replace the 150 gpm well pump with a 300 gpm well pump on a variable 
frequency drive (VFD) which will be used to slow the motor in order to reduce the flow from the 
pump. This allows Valiant Idaho, LLC to utilize a portion of the pump capacity in combination 
with Well 1 (within the limit of the water right) during peak hour demand. 
Once Valiant Idaho, LLC assumes ownership of the system, they will monitor production and 
demand closely and adjust the ultimate pump capacity as required. 
3. Storage: 
a. Current standard requires system to supply Operating Storage, Equalization 
Storage, Standby Storage and Fire Suppression Storage. Following is a 
summary of assumptions for determination of the 
i. Operating Storage = 2 feet {storage between pump on and off) 
ii. Equalization Storage = (i 50 mins X (Source Capacity - Peak hour 
Demand)= 0 gallons (See Note 1 below.} 
iii. Standby Storage = (8 hours X Average Day Demand) 
iv. Fire Suppression Storage= 180,000 gallons 
The following table provides an analysis of the anticipated storage needs for the water system 
based on current rules, anticipated growth and the planned source capacity. 
9614 
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Existing Ultimate buildout 
("stubbed in") with Subdivision 
Parcels of Lar e Parceis 
31,117 31,117 31,117 
34,875 81,675 
7,007 50,050 72,930 
i Fire Suppression (gallons) 180,000 180,000 180,000 
Total Stora e Required oallons} 218,124 296,042 365,722 
Total Storaae Available (gallons 270,000 270,000 270,000 
51,876 26,042 95,722) 
1. Assumes wen pumping capacity of 450 gpm is developed. 
2. Assumes use of both the existing 225,000 gallon reservoir and the 45,000 gallon 
reservoir. ff 45,000 gallon reservoir is unavailable, it will likely be necessary to add 
storage to replace this and construct it to a capacity of up to 150,000 gallons for Mure 
buildout. 
3. The standby storage requirement may be eliminated by adding standby power to the 
well sources and booster pump facilities. 
Table 3 indicates that it will be necessary to utilize the 450 gpm source capacity during peak 
hour demand at buildout of the existing "stubbed in" parcels based on current available storage. 
Even with the available source capacity, it is likely that additional storage will have to be 
developed for the system. 
As previously mentioned, once Valiant Idaho, lLC acquires the system, they wili closely monitor 
demands to determine the necessity and financial feasibility of developing additional storage. 
Summary 
In summary, Valiant Idaho, LLC is seeking to replace the current physical source and water right 
capacity (1 cfs) that has been licensed to serve the existing public water system. This ls due to 
the fact that Valiant Idaho, LLC is acquiring key components of the public water system and 
ownership of lands within service area. 
As reflected in the above analysis the instantaneous diversion rate of 1 cfs is what Valiant Idaho, 
LLC needs (based on current Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems and available 
storage capacity) to serve the existing "stubbed in" lots (approximately 350). 
Valiant Idaho, LLC plans to initially develop two wells (1) with a capacity of 300 gpm and (1) with 
a capacity of 150 gpm. Once there are 175 active EDU's on the water system, the 150 gpm 
pump will be replaced with a 300 gpm pump on a VFD to control pump flow within the total 
anticipated water right diversion limit. 
Considering that we do not have actual demand data, the requested volume limit an th~ permit 
is based on utilizing full diversion capacity. We propose that the annual volume limit be refined 
for licensing at the time of the submittal of beneficial use, once better data is availaole. 
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Figure 1: Idaho Club Service Area 
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Figure 2: Valiant Idaho, LLC Water System Facilities Serving Idaho Club Service Area 
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\Vater System Engineering Report 
PWS 1090195 Expansion 
For 
THE IDAHO CLUB PUBLIC \VATER SYSTEM 
JULY 5, 2006 
Prepared By: 
T00THi'1AN-ORT0N ENGINEERING COMPANY 
W. 280 PRA1Rl EA VE. 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83815 
and 
524 CLEVELAND BOULEY ARD, SUITE 221 
CALDWELL, IDAHO 83605 
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THE lDAHO CHIil PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM 
ENGINEERING REPORT 
BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this report is to provide details for the proposed expansion of the Hidden Lakes Public 
Water System (PWS 1090195) to serve The Idaho Club Planned Unit Development (P.U.D.). The 
existing P.U.D. has been amended to increase proposed build-out to approximately 600 Equivalent 
Residential Units (ERlJ) and expand the development to the south side of SH-200. Tue north side will 
increase from the existing 45 ER Us to a proposed build-out of 3 17 ER Us, while the south side will be 
built out to approximately 283 ERUs. 
The existing system is ovmed by V.P. Incorporated and the proposed system expansion will also be 
owned by V.P Incoxporated. The system is and wiU continue to be operated by Water Systems 
Management Inc. The current system consists of a 6--inch grormdwater well, an S-inch groundwater well, 
a 14'x14' weilhouse, a 45,000 iallon reservoir, and a 12,000 gallon reservoir. Water distribution lines are 
currently in place to serve the Hidden Lakes Golf Course Clubhouse, Hidden Lakes Subdivision and 
Golden Tee Estates Phases I and II. 
The U.S. Geological Smvey on the "Geologic Map of the Sandpoint Quadrangle, Washington, Idaho, 
/Montana" by r.filler et al, 1999, has mapped the geology in the development area. The mapping indicates 
that the lower development areas are Quat:emru:y glacial and alluvial deposits. These deposits consist of 
heterogeneous deposits of clay, silt, sand and gravel. The t".;vo (2) existing groundwllter wells d..1w from a 
sand/gravel alluvial aquifer beneath several layers of clays and silts. The upper development areas consist 
• of bedrock geology that is granodiorite of the Rapid Lightning Creek and Prichard formations. The 
granodiorite is medium- to coarse-grained material in a fine-grained mass. The Prichard fonnttion is 
described as siltite, quartzite and argiltite th.at are typically thinly bedded and discontinuous in part. 
Typically both types of bedrock are moderately hard, moderately highly fractured and slightly to highly 
weathered. 
'A hydraulic model was used to design the new system and verify compliance with ldaha Rllles for Public 
Drinking Water Systems (IDAPA58.0l.08 section 552), Idaho Department ofEnviromnental Quality 
(DEQ) Checklists and Design File Notes, 10-Srate Standards, and the requirements of the Nort.½. Side F.ire 
District. The model results and the resulting system design are summarized in this report. 
SYSTEM OWNERSHIP 
The system is owned by-
V.P. Incorporated 
I)~ 151 Clubhouse Way 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 255-4500 
Contact: Richard Villelli 
The system is operated by: 
Water Systems Management Inc. 
Dl'- 67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 265-4270 
Contact: Bob Hansen, Licensed Operator 
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co. Page: l of8 
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PROPOSED SYSTEM IM:PROVEMENTS 
THE IDAHO CLUB PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM 
ENGINEERING REPORT 
The existing system will be expanded on the north s:ide of Highway 200, a.'ld extended to serve the south 
side of the Highway. A connection beneath the Highway will serve as the supply source for the south 
side, and a new reservoir on the south side will provide operational storage and fue protection for the 
entire system. The north side water system will be expanded w:ith 6" and 8" mains to serve the additional 
units. The smaller 6" weU will be replaced with another 8" well and the existing 45,000-gallon reservoir 
(Tank 2) will remain as is. At a minimum, the proposed 8" replacement well will have a capacity of330 
gpm @ 281 feet of head. The two wells will provide a combined supply capacity of at least 645 gpm. 
The two well pumps will be controlled by the water level in Tame 2. Fire hydrants will be placed at 500' 
intervals where new water mains are installed on the north side. In addition, hydrants near the clubhouse 
that are currently connected to the irri23tion system will be reconnected to the public water system. 
The south side wate:r system will consist of a 197,000-gallon reservoir (Tank 1 ), located 700-ft in 
elevation above the north side and served by two booster pump stations in series. The pumps are 
controlled by the water surface elevation in Tank 1 and will be supplied by the wells and Tank 2 on the 
north side of the water system. Each booster pump station wm need to provide a flow rate of 330 gpm. 
The dwelling units on the south side will be served from the 197,000-gallon tank by new 8" and 12" 
mains. Fire hydrants will be placed ar 500' intervals throughout the south side systen1. Due to the 
substantial elevation difference between the top and bottom of the system, sixteen PRV assemblies will 
need to be instilled at approximately every 100' of elevation drop. There are approximately 22 dwelling 
uniis above the proposed reservoir location that will need to be served by a small booster pump system for 
their domestic demands. Fire hydrants are located within approximately 1000 road-feet of these 22 upper 
lots, which accordiJli to the North Side Fire District is acceptable and eliminates the need for fire booster 
pumps to serve this upper zone. 
SOURCE CAPACITY 
Well #1 is currently a &-inch well with a 5 HP pump capable of discharging 45 gpm. Well #2 is an 8-inch 
well with a 30 HP pump capable of discharging 315 gpm. Well DriHer's Reports for these wells are 
included in Appendix A Test pumping of Well #2 indicated that this well is capable of a sustained yield 
of37o+ gpm. Well #1 was test pumped at 100-,. gpm. Well# l will be replaced with an 8" well to 
provide a minimum of 330 gpm, which will result in a combined source capacity of at least 645 gpm. It 
should be noted that both of these wells currently meet water quality requirements based on periodic 
testing in compliance with DEQ standards, and a.re part of the existing public water system (PWS 
1®0195). plUh irrr~ 
Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems require that a ~ groundwater source be capable of 
producing at least 800 gallons per disy per service connectio~amounts to 480,000 gpd at build-out, 
or about 330 gpm. Well #1 will be upgraded prior to reaching 81 ERUs on the system, which is the 
projected number of ERUs that can be served by the 45 gpm pump with the 800 gpd restriction. 
-z\l 0Hidden Lakes currently has two (2) groundwater :rights filed with the Idaho Department of Water 
VJ,,\ Resources. One offuem is a Municipal beneficial use (0.35 cfs diversion rate) and the other is a 
ii>', #Domestic plus Irrigation beneficial use (0.50 cfs diversion rate). The total beneficial use for these water 
f Jl rights is 0.85 cfs or about 382 gpm. These existing water rights should be adequate until replacement of 
t:,<:b-~ -~ Well# l. at Hidden Lakes, at which time additional water rights will need to be secured. A total of l,44 
\_{i' 'l" . '! lcfs (0.5~ cfa additional) will be needed for system build-out. Water right information is included in 
' .~•t Appendix A 
-:;_.f\' ~ , . > r L 
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A tally of existing and proposed Equivalent Residential Units (ERUs) for the eXlsting subd1visions and v""*~-
for projected build-out of the amended Hidden Lakes P.UD. follows. c;t,i.f )i-.\. 
• Original Hidden Lakes Subdivision (existing) 
., Hidden Lakes I"' Addition (existing) 
• Hidden Lakes 2"" Addition ( existing) 
• Golden Tee Estates Phase I (existing) 
29 ERUs 
18 E!tUs I j;>,\ f:Rl(S 
• Golden Tee Estates Phase Il (existing) 
.. Clubhouse {existing) 
• Maintenance Buildin 
" Clubhouse Expansion 
" Additional Small Lots and Cabins (north side) 
., Ne,,v Recreational Facilities (north side) 
" Sales Office/Deli (north side) 
• Additional Lots and Cabins (south side) 






45 ERUs __.J 
600ERUs 
Ali lots in the system. both existing and proposed, will be metered '\\,'here used, calculations assume 0.25 
acres of lawn and landscaping irrigation per ERU. These calculated demands are conservative since the 
formula assumes 100% occupancy, and the second home nature of the development will lead to seasonal 
occupancy. Golf course irrigation will be provided from the Pack River and proposed wastevvater reuse 
system and is not a part of the domestic water system. -;( :> ~ 
The average day demand for the model and system design is based on historical records from the existing ) Jw ,_,.,,. 
system. This system consists on I single-family residential units, the golf course clubhouse (12 ERUs), 7 b ~ (f""'-
and the golf course maintenance building (2 ERUs). Records for the total daily use from November 2003) r ,,0:-
to December 2005 were reviewed, and a summary of these records is provided in Appendix B. The fC>-ufli" IJ 
observed average daily use is 429 ons day per ERU (gpd/ERU). This is used for the average day . 
demand in the hydraulic model. l.c i> ~ g O O ff J / G!i<... l.A.. rY'I; h: m IA.--.,-, ; ,._ /<.wk 
The maximum day demand was determined by reviewh;g observed and calculated dare. The observed 
data for Hidden Lakes shows a maximum day of 1,531 gpd/ERU. Observed data from Sunnyside 
Subdivision, a nearby residential subdivision with seasonal occupancy, was also reviewed. Sunnyside is a 
good representation of the planned residential development at Hidden Lakes because it is an all-
residential seasonal home development with similar lot sizes and no commercial use. This observed data 
shows a maximwn day of.71 ___ (see Appendix B), which is half that observed for Hidden Lakes 
during the same time period. extremely high use at Hidden Lakes occurred during the summer when 
the golf course is in use, and the clubhouse is at its busiest It is suspected that un-accounted for water 
use from golf cart washing, irrigation of flowerbeds and practice greens around the clubhouse, and the 
decorative fountain at the clubhouse are major contributors to the high maximum day demand. The 
maxin1um day demand was also calculated using DEQ's design file note "Design Flows - Public Water 
Systems». The maximum day calculated demand is 1J55 gp U (see Appendix B). For this model, 
the maiumw:n day demand calculated from the DEQ design file equation was selected because it is 
conservative (1.77 times larger) when compared to the Sunnyside data and because of the uncertainty in 
assigning ERUs to the golf course clubhouse. 
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the eq1:ianon, and is ~~~~~ 
times the maximum use and 6.55 times the average use. be 
noted that the observed peak hour demand is not available from Hidden Lakes or Sunnyside flow records. 
The North Side Fire District has indicated that a minimum fire flow of 
dmation will be ~s:;.iuuo,u for the overall de•reli:mr11er1t 
In summary, the demands used for m<lde:hn,gpu.rposes are 
7 
As stated the North Side Fire District has indicated ihat a minimum flow of L,500 
hour duration is =tnmred for the overall de;re!<ll)I11ent The system meets this requmem1::n~ 
how-
hv1:tranm will be '-""'•.au,,u d1eve:Jo1,m;~nt areas and will be located withn approxinlately 250-ft of 
all buildable lots. uu.uu:f.n" existing fire hv,ctranr,:; on the north side of the development are connected to 
either the pressure irrigation system or to surface water sources via dry lines. These connections will all 
be abandoned and replaced with connections to the u._1J~;.t'".11vU domestic water system. Al1 new homes 
constructed on the south side of the will fire suppression sprinklers. The 




water storage reservoirs at Hidden Lakes provide a combined storage 
volume tank These include a 45,000 gallon reservoir 
2) at an elesvation 
gallon reservoir sits at a 
serve the upper nn·mc,n~ of the 
system it serves are not included in 
which floats on the system and regulates system pressures. A small 
elevation and takes water pumped from the lower reser,mir to 
Hidden Lakes Subdivision. The 12,000 gallon tank and the 
hydraulic model or this report. ,____ ? 
I 
A new reservoir I) will be constructed near the top of the system on the south side of Highway 
200. Two booster pumps in series that draw from the lower distribution system will supply the reservoir. 
The reservoir satisfies the domestic and fire flow requirements of the system. 
The required reservoir storage was determined running time-dependant simulations with t1"1e hydraulic 
model. The following tables provide a summary ofpmvided and required reservoir storage: 
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25,926 55,023 
Floor to Pump Off 196.724 237,460 
( 2:allons) (gallons) 
Nor.11_ Side fire 152,515 32,606 
'<. 
z_'>;'J i< 1 i 
The total storage prdvided is 120% of the to:al stornge required by the hydraulic model ;;ifuularions It 
should be noted that &.e fire flow simulations were 4'n on the maximum day, and represem the worst-case 
requirement for lank storage. Fire simulations were rim on beth the north and south sides of the system 
and corresponding ;m,rage requirements were obtained for each tank to ensure adequate fi,~ protection for 
the ovl!rall system. 
The foi!owing table provides a summary of rhe ,ank control settings in tie model: 
I\ . 
,,;' ,,,-}1 ', Table 4. Tank Leve.ls 7 
Level ' I Tank l Tank:? ' 
Maximum (Overflow) l 2812.50 2275_30 
>umo Off I 2812.00 2275.00 
:>umo On ' 2&10.00 2270 00 : 
\Jf:inimIDI1 I 2797 50 2268.50 
Base (Tank Fioor) i 2797.00 2268.GO 
iCross-Section Area ; 1,753.33 sf! 778 sf 
PRESSURE ZONES 
The system consists of seven pressure zones isolated by 16 pressure reducing valve (PRY) assemblies, 
v,ith the lowest zone being the e:tisting system. The total elevation change is jusc under 900-ft. The 
· resmres are 40 to 95 psi under average day conditions. PRV :settings are included in 
. Under static conditions, the presaures in the water mains vary from 40 psi to 127 psi 
throughout the system. An upper boosted zone serves 22 lots from the upper reservoir down to elevation ~ 
2715,_w~e sy~e_m pressures reach 40 p~i. Pressures over 100 ~si exist_ in the sy~tem, and are necessary f P 
to mamtam a mmmm:m pressure of 40 psi at the planned home site locatmns. / 
~ valves may be required at thirteen lots and indivi · · six 
to e evatJon for the site. Table 5 below lists the lots where individual pressure 
reducing valves or individual booster statio~. are anticipated, with those dependent upon the selected 
home site elevation labeled as "Potential". ' 
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Individual service connections must be at the locations provided by the design engineer on the 
cODStruction plans. The hydraulic model will be used to verify th.at pressures between 40 and 100 psi 
. serve each house in accordance with.IRPDWJrequircment. Should pressures exceed I 00 psi, then service 
from a different main line in another pressure zone or individual PRV's will be required. If pressures are 
under 40 psi, then service from a main line in a higher zone or an individual pressure boosting station will 
be required. A spreadsheet with individual lot pressures is included in Appendix C. 
BOOSTER PUMPING 
Booster pumping :from the existing system to the new reservoir is required. To meet the sourc:.e capacity 
requirements of the upper zones, two booster stations in series ca le of I · 330 gpm are 
required. &timated total dynamic (TDH) calculations fur the booster stations are · din 
Appendix E. Additional booster pumping (domestic oniy) from the new reservoir to 22 lots above 
elevation 2715 will also be required because pressures from the upper reservoir do not reach 40 psi until 
an elevation of2715 or lower. 
The booster stations will each have two pumps with a capacity of330 gpm each for redundancy. The 
pumps will alternate starts. with either pump capable of satisfying the required flow. The lower booster 
pump station (Pump 3) is at elevation 2215, and the intake line connects to the existing distribution 
system below the lowest PRV assembly. The static head on !he pump is 24 psi, and the operating head is 
18-26 psi on the suction side. The design point for this pump is 330 gpm@295-ft. The system pressure 
where the pump intake line connects is 40 psi or greater for all model scenarios. The upper booster pump .J 
station (Pump 4) is at elevation 2510, and has a pumping rate equal to the lower booster. The design p ~ 
_point for this pump is 330 gpm@ 296-ft. Estimated total dynamic head curves are in Appendix E. \ a!- .\ 
Cri . .J·-- l 
Backup power is not proposed for the booster stations because storage is adeqUBtc to meet flow demands / ., r ' 
during power outage events, Power outage records were obtained from Northern Lights, Inc. (north side 
ofHigbway 200) and Avista Utilities (south side of Highway 200) for 2002-2005. Northern Lights power 
·outages averaged I hour 18 minutes, with a maximum of 6 hours 8 minutes. Avista Utilities averaged 24 
• minutes during the same period, with a maximum of 1 hour 31 minutes. (See Appendix H) The total 
peak hour demand is 69,732 gallons in one hour. The total system storage is 235,216 gailom;, which is 
equivalent to 3 hours and 22 minutes of storage at peak hour demand. This storage can also provide 
·· service for 7 hours and 33 minutes on the maximum day, and 22 hours and 5 minutes on the average day. 
SYSTEM A.L"iALYSIS A..'JD HYDRAULIC MODEL 
The proposed system was analyzed using WaterCAD v6.5 by Haestad Methods to verify compliance with 
Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Syscems (IDAPA58.01.08 section 552), 10-Scate Standards, and 
the reqwements of the North Side Fire District Unit demands were distributed across the ncides in the 
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model to accurately reflect dynamic system operation. Pump controls, based on tank levels, were used in 
the model and will be included in the system design. The model consists of 135 junctions, 197 pipes, two 
wells with pumps, two booster pumps, and two tanks. A system schematic and control logic diagram is 
included in Appendix F, and the Wa.t.erCAD system map is in Appendix G. The following scenarios were 
analyzed in WarerCAD; 
40 h)C 
40 J(]r) 
trot 20 11)1) 
20 i1:;0 
SYSTEM HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS 
(
. The hydraulic model was used to conduct time dependent simulations under domestic and fire demands to 
\ 
investigate purnp cycle times ar,d tank levels in addition to system pressures. All simulations were 
completed with constmt domestic demands, tan.ks starting full. and all pumps initially off The 
simulations were conducted for a 24-ht period for the average day and maximum day, one-hour for the 
/ peak hour period, and two hours on the ma..icimmn day plus fire flow. Fire flow simulations were 
completed for individual fue events on both the north side and south side of the system, with a 1,500 gpm 
fire demand placed on critical nodes within the model Simulation results for each sceruirio are included 
in Appendix l The minimum and maximum required pressures noted above are maintained for each 
scenario. 
Average ()av 
The system is able to meet the average day demands. On the average day, Well Pump l, which feeds 
Tank 2 (north reservoir), cycles 4 times with an average run time of L81 hours per cycle. Well Pump 2 
cycles 3 times with an average run time of L66 hours to feed Tank 2 and Booster Pumps 3 and 4, which 
in turn feed the water storage tank on the South side (Tank l )_ Booster Pump 3 and Booster Pump 4 cycle 
3 times with an average run time of L73 hours per cycle. Tank 1 maintains 83% full or greater, while 
Tank 2 varies from 36% to 93% full 
Maximum Dav 
The system is able to meer maximum day demands. On the maximum day, Pump l cycles 5 times with 
an average run tllne of3.44 hours per cycle. Pumps 2, 3, and 4 turn on at 1.79 hours into the maximum 
day and run for the remainder of the day. Tank 1 varies from 81 % to 97% full and Tank 2 varies from 
36% to 93% full. 
Peak Hour 
The system is able to meet peak hour demands. Pump 1 turns on after 0.64 hours into the peak hour, and 
does not tum off during the remainder of the peak hour, Pump 2 aii<l Booster Pumps 3 and 4 tum on after 
o_ 77 hours into the peak hour and do not tum off during the remainder of the peak hour_ Tank l is 79% 
full and Tank 2 is 32% full at the end of the Peai: Hour simulation. 
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Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly knovm as 
~A TIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
WRIT OF ASSISTANCE I Page l 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
WRIT OF ASSISTANCE 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
9635 
TO: THE SHERIFF OF BONNER COUNTY, STATE Of IDAHO 
WHEREAS, on July 20, 2016, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") recovered a Judgment 
('·Judgment") and a Decree of Foreclosure ('·Decree") in the First Judicial District of the 
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Bonner. 
WHEREAS, VP, Incorporated ("VP") did not post a cash deposit, supersedeas bond or 
othenvise seek to stay execution or enforcement of the Judgment and Decree. 
WHEREAS, on November 7, 2016, the Sheriff of Bonner County conducted a sale 
(''Sheriffs Sale'') of 155 parcels of real property located in the County of Bonner, State ofldaho, 
which property included the following 154 parcels legally described as follows: 
See Exhibit A attached hereto. 
The 154 parcels described on Exhibit A shall be referred to as the "Valiant Parcels."' 
WHEREAS, Valiant purchased the Valiant Parcels at the Sheriffs Sale. 
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Decree, the Valiant Parcels include all property and 
property rights appurtenant to, located on or under, existing in conj unction with, affixed to, or 
used in any way in connection with the use, enjoyment, occupancy or operation of the Valiant 
Parcels. including, but not limited to, the sanitary sewer and water systems and associated 
infrastructure. utilities and improvements ("Sewer/Water Systems''). 
WHEREAS, the Bonner County Sheriff issued Certificates of Sale for each of the 
Valiant Parcels to Valiant (collectively, "Ce11ificates of Sale") and subsequently recorded said 
Certificates of Sale in the Records of Bonner County, Idaho before filing them with this Court on 
December 22, 20 l 6. 
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WHEREAS, the Decree provides that Valiant, as the purchaser of the Valiant Parcels, 
shall be let into possession of the Valiant Parcels upon presentment of the Certificates of Sale to 
the party in possession of any portion of said Valiant Parcels. 
WHEREAS, VP is the party in possession and occupant of those certain Valiant Parcels 
identified on Exhibit A hereto as "Parcel l" and "Parcel 2," each of which having component 
parts of the SeweriWater System constructed thereon and affixed thereto. 
WHEREAS, VP continues to use other component parts of the Sewer/Water System 
purchased by Valiant without permission. 
WHEREAS, on December 9, 2016, Valiant, as the fee owner of Parcel 1 and 
Parcel 2 presented the Certificates of Sale for said parcels to VP. 
WHEREAS, on February 23, 2017, Valiant, as fee owner of the Valiant Parcels, 
served the Certificates of Sale for the other 152 Valiant Parcels upon VP and sought an order 
directing VP to immediately deliver possession of ali other component parts of the Sewer/Water 
System. 
WHEREAS, VP has failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse to deliver 
possession of Parcel 1, Parcei 2, and the other component parts of the SeweriWater System to 
Valiant. 
NOW, THEREFORE, you, the Sheriff of Bonner County, are hereby directed as 
follows: 
l. Eject and remove each and every person or entity, including, but not limited to 
VP, from using, holding or detaining the Valiant Parcels and all fixtures, appurtenances and 
improvements associated therewith, without delay, including Parcel l, Parcel 2 and the 
Sewer/Water System, or any part thereof; 
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2. Deliver to Valiant possession of the Valiant Parcels and all fixtures, 
appurtenances and improvements associated therewith, without delay, including Parcel I, 
Parcel 2 and the Sewer.1Water System, or any part thereof; and 
3. Maintain, keep and defend Valiant or its successor's possession of said premises 
according to the tenor and intent of the Decree, this Writ of Assistance, and any other orders of 
this Court. 
/ --1:,)__. 





I \ ... 
"[ ' • i 
l ' >Jj 
Barbara Buchanan 
District Judge 
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Michael W. Rosedale 
Clerk of the District Court 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I 4,, 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !Ji·-- day of March 2017, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following 
party(ies): 
Richard L. Stacey, Esq. ex,] U.S. Mail 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC [ J Hand Delivered 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 [ } facsimile 
Boise. Idaho 83712 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 [ l .Electronic Mail 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacev@rnwsslawvers.com 
Counsel For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. V_)J U.S. Mail 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. [ ] Hand Delivered 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 [ ] Facsimile 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 [ J Electronic Mail 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
garvfinnevl(i!finnev la \.V .net 
Counsel For JV, LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA [ ] Hand Delivered 
1626 Lincoln Way [ ] Facsimile 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 [ ] Electronic Mail 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
Counsel For VP Jncorporatedil\/orth Idaho Resorts 
....... ~ f 
'➔/-< 
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EXHIBIT A 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF REAL PROPERTY 
COMPRISING THE 154 "'VALIANT PARCELS" 
SUBJECT TO THE WRIT OF ASSISTANCE 
Parcel 1 
l.ot 2, 81,Jck I" of IU .. PLAT OF GOLDE'- TE£ EST\TES A '-0 GOLOt'.\ TEE ESTAn:s l'; ADDITIO"\ .\ "\D 
l "'PL.\ lTt::D LY'\O. according to the plat thereof, record<'d in Book8 of Plat;.. page :-r, records of Bonner 
( ounty. Idaho. 
Parcel 2 
Trad I 
Lot I 0. Block 2 of GOLDE'\ TEF ESTA TES 2nd ,\DD! TIO'i, acco1·ding to the 1,la1 thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Phlts. page 79. rec,H'ds of Brmne1· Count_'>, Idaho. 
Trnl't 2 
Lot L Block I of GO LOE'\ TEE FS TA TES 3rd A DO lTI0:"1. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plat;,. page 78. records of Bonner( ount~, hlaho. 
Trnd 3 
Lot'""'. Block 5 nfCOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 4TH ADDI rlO"'- a<:cording to the plat thereof. recorded in Buok 8 of 
Plats. page 80, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 5 
Trad I 
At ract of land in the East half of the 'lortheast qua 11cr of the Southwest quarter and the '-orthwest quartei- of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 36, Township 58 'lorth, Rani:re ! \\ est of the Boise \feridian, Borme,· Count)'. Idaho. 
more parri<:ularly described as follows: 
Beginnini:r :H th..- Southeast corner of the East half of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter nf mid 
~ection 36: 
Thenc1: along the South line of the Ease half of the 'forth ease quarter of the Southw!c'st qua rt!c'r. ',or!h 8'F 36' :.'""'" 
\\ est.661.51 fret i record= '\;orth 89° 3~' IO" \Vest. 66 I .5"7 feet HI the Southwest corner of the East half of the 
'\ortheast qu:ll'ter of the Southwe~t quaner: 
Thence along the ·we~t line of the East half of the ~ortheast quarter of the SoutlnHsl quarter. ~orth 00° 10' 22" 
E.1st 856.45 feet { record = '- orth 00° 09' 25 '' East, 856.45 feet): Thence 'iorth 89° 10' 53" East. 30.21 feet (record= 
f:ast, 29.53 fret) lo the\\ esterly right of ,v,1y of Berr_v Drive (sho"' n as Olympic Ui-i, e 011 the Second Additiun Piar. 
to Hidden Lake.<,); 
Thence Southea~terly along said right of way the folio\.\ ing: ,ix ( 6) courses: 
1. On a non-rnn~ential curve to the left (rndial bearing= '\oi-th g..,c J()' 1.3" East) having a cenlrnl angle of 36° 
4-f Oti" and a nulius of 1.31.00 feet for an arc disrnnce of 83.99 feet (record 84.54 feet) (chord= Somh 20° H' 
50" East, 82.56 feet - record= South 20° 37' 27" East. 83.08 feet): 
2. Thence South 39° 04' 53" East, 4 I 9.67 feet (record= South 31i 0 06' 45" East, 419.6S feet: 
3. Thence on a curve to the left ha\.ing a t'entra! angle of 11° 42' 45" and a radius of 530.00 feet for an an: distauc<' 
of I 08.34 feet ( chord S•1Uth 44c 56 • 16" East, 108. I 5 feet - record = South .U" 58' 08'' East, !08. 16 feet): 
4. Thence South 50° 4 7' 39" East. 69.68 feet (1·econl = South 511° 49' 3 I" East, 69.68 feet): 
5, Thence on a cune ro the right having a rentral angle of23° 42' 51" and a radius of970.ll0 feet. for an arc 
di,t.lnce of 40 Lr feet i chord = South 38° 56' 14" f~ast. 398.61 feet n.'cord cc South 38'0 58' 05" Ea,t.398.6 I feet): 
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6, Thence South 27 ° 04' 48" East, 31.65 feet to the South line of the '\ortln"est qmuicr of the Southeast quarter 
(record= South 27" 06' 40" East, 30,77 foe!): 
Thence le21ving ,ilid right of way ',orth 89° 36' OJ" \\ est. 60.3 7 feet (record= North 89' 3 7' 09" \\ est. 59.5S feel) ,o 
the point ofheginning, 
Traer 2 
That part oft he .Southeast quin-te1· ofthe '\iortheast quarter lyin~ J'•orth and \\e.-;r ofFairwa} View Drhc of:-,ection 
36. To,n1,hip 58 :\orth, Range I \\ est of the Boise \leridian, Bonner County. Idaho. 
Tract 3 
-\ tract of land located in a portion of the South,Hst quarter of the Southeast quarter of Srrrion 36, Tov. nship 58 
'\orth. R:rnge I \\est.Boise '\fol"idian. Bonner County. Idaho. more particularly described as folio\\,;: 
Bet2,inning at the ",orthwe'st corner of ~aid Southwest qua1'ter ofthe Southeast quarter r>f Section 36: Thence South 
89° 36 · 03" East 60..37 feet ( record = South 89° 3"" 09" l::ast. 
59.55 feet) to the\\ ester!:- 1·ight of way of Berry Drive (shfm n as Olympic Drive on the Plat of the Second Addition 
to Hidden Lakes): thence along 5aid right of w:iy for the following four (4J course,: 
I. ~outh r~ 04' 48" East. 2()9.95 feet (record= South 27° 06' 40" east. 300.83 feet): 
2. '\orth 62c 55' 12" East. 60.00 feet ( record = '\'orth 62° 53' 20'' East. 60.00 feeU: 
.3. :\orth 27°' 04' 48" \\e;;;t. ! 25.34 feet (rel:onl = '\orth 27° 06' 40" \\est, 125.34 feet): 
4. Thence on a rune tn the right having a central angle of 7•.JO Oi '27'' and a radius of ZS.HO feet. for an ,u-e disrnnce 
of 34.48 frei (chord='\ 01·th 12° 25' 55" East.31.8 I feet - record= i\orth l F 2-t· 03'' East. 31.81 feet, to 11 point on 
the Southerh, rig:ht ofv,,ay of Fain~ay Vie\\ Drhe, as shown mi the Plat of First Addition to Hidden I akes; 
Thence along said right of\\ay for the following eight (8) courses: 
I. 'wrth 51 ° 56' 39" East 74.67 fL>et (record= '\orth 51" 54' -P" East 7-U>"' feet,1; 
2. lhence on a cu n e to the rig:ht having a centrnl angle of 99° 26' 33" and a radius of 70.00 feet, for an a re 
dist:rn<·e of I 21 A() feet (chord= S,)uth 78° 20' 05" East, I 06.81 feet - record = South 78° 21' 57" East. I06.81 feet 1: 
3. Thence South 28° 36' 48" East, 154.03 feet (record= South 28° 38' 40" East, 154.0J feel); 
4. Thence on a cu n e to the .-ight ha, ing a central angle of 55° 41' 27" :ind a radius of 90.00 feet for ,rn :ire 
di,tance of !P.-18 feet (chord= South ooc 46' 05" East. 84.08 feet - record= South 00° ,F' 56" East. 84.08 fret): 
5, Thence '.',outh 2 7° 04' 39" \\ est, PO. 14 feet; 
6, Thence on a curve to the ri!!ht having a central angle of 1 1" 3T 11" and a radius of 60.0 feet. for Ml an: 
di~tance of "'5.00 feet (chord= South 08° 43' 57" East. 70.2 l feet); 
7. Thence South 44° 32' 32" East, 50.94 feet: 
8. Thence on a c11 n,e to the right having a central angle of 69° l 0' 16" and a radius of 25.00 feet. for .in ,isc 
distance of 30. IS feet (chord= South 09c 57' 24" East, 28.38 feet - rec,,nt = South 11 ° 2.3' 51" East. 30.18 feet I t0 a 
point on the\\ est righ! of wa~ of Lo\\ er Pack River Road: 
Thence .'-,outherh along said right of way for the following fou 1· (-I) course~: 
L on a non-t,mgentia! curve to the right h:wing a central angle of 04° 15' 19" and a radiu, of 
1180.00 reet for an an, disrn11ce of87.69 feet (chord= South 2F 30' 38" \\est. 87.67 feet): 
2. Thence Sou th zoc 22' 44" \\ est, I I 4.57 feet: 
3. fhem::e 011 a curve to the left having a central angle of22" 29. 50" and a rndius of502.65 feet. for an arc 
distance of I 'P.]6 feet (chord= South 09° 07' 49" West, I%. IO feet): 
4. Thence South ozc 07' 06" East, 15..,.81 feel to the :\011:hu!y right ofvrny of State High\\ay .'\o. 200; 
Thence along the higlrn ay right of ,~ay. South 77° 42' 28" \\est, 72.14 Feet (record= South 71'1° 15' 0(1" \\est. 
'71. 11 feet): 
Thence rnntim1ing along the Highway right of way, South 61P 44' 57'' West. 262.22 feet I record= South 69° 4.3' 16" 
\\ est. 261.65 feet) to the West line of the Southwest quarter of the Southeast quarter of said Section 36: 
Therm:~ along the \\'est line of the Southwest quarter of the Southeast quarter. ",orth 00° 08' 19" East. 1223.36 feet 
( rc,·onl = "'lo1·th 1)0" 0"'' I 3" East. 1223.17 feet} to the point of bei;inning. 
Tract 4 
.\ tract of land located in Section 36, To~ nship 58 '\orth. Range I \\ est of the Boise \leridian, Bonner Count~. 
Idaho. more particulady described as follows: 
Writ of Assist:um, I EXHIBIT A 12 
l l 547 2U l ._PLD\ Pos::-Trfr1i'• \Vnt of Assistance-Ex A ! 70302 docx 
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That portion of s,1id Section 36 lying East of Pack Rher Road. a counlv road. Idaho. '\orth of State Higlnv,1y '\o. 200. 
Ea,t of Hidden Lakes; Subdh ision as n2:conl.:d in Book 4 of Plats, page 64, reeords of Bmrnc-r Count}, Idaho,\\ e,t and 
S11uth of Re-plat of Blocks 15 and I b of th<:' Repfat of Golden Tee E~tates and Golden Tee Estates I" .Hillition and 
unr)latted !amt ill'cording lo the pl:at thereof. recorded in EJ;ook 9 of Plats, page 5. records of Bonner County. ldahu, 
'ioutlrn est of Golden rel? !-:stales 8th ,\ddirion. rcconll:'d in Book 9 of Plats. page 7, records of Bonner County, and 
\\est of the hmd described as a tract of land in the Southeast Quarter of the Southeast quarter /SE 1 !4 SE! ;4 J of 
Section 36, Township 58 "iorth. Range I \\ est of the Boise \leridian. Bonner County. Idaho, more partirnlarl) 
described as follows: 
Commencing ,ti a point on the East line of sai{I Section 36. ,, hicl1 is 'i 00'' 08' 06" E, 5(l3.'J~ rett from Ille ~outheast 
corner of the ~ection; rhenre. perpendicula,· to the Fast line of' the St•elio11. '\ 8'P 51' 5-t" \\. 1103AJ feet to th<: 
Southwest rorner of Instrument :'\umber -t57973 on the '\or1herl~ ri~hf of way of Jligh\\ll:V 2110 :rnd the Trne Point 
of Beginning; thence. along the\.\ estern boundary of lnstrurm.•m '-o. 45'."973. '\ 01° 25' 1)2'' E, 99.41 feet. to a 5/8 
inch reh:ir and plastic cap :,tamped PLS 3628: thent·e S 32·~ 20' 51" \\, 132.00 feet. to a 518 inch rehar and plastic 
cap ,tampt"d P LS 3<,28 on the '\ortherly right of way of High\\-a_\ 200: thence, :tlong said right of ,,a:. '\ 7':F 5-t' 
11" E. 6').24 feet. to thee Trne Point of Beginning. 
Pan:el 8 
Lot 2. Block 3 in (;OLDE'\ TEE ESTA TES l'L\_'\ "-ED l "dT DE\f LOP\IE:\T I Pit .\.SE O:\f). accortling to the 
plat thereof. record1cd in Book 6 of Plats. page IOS, records of Bonner Comny, ldah,1. 
Lot I. Block I of the FIRSl AODITIO'i fO HIDDE:"< L \KES, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book -t of 
Plats. page 161. records of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Parcel I 0 
Lot 2. Block 2 of the SECO'\ D ADDITIO'i TO HIDL>E'.\ L\h:[S SL BDIYISIO'\, according to the plat thereoL 
recorded in Book 5 of Plats, page 58, reco,·ds of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 11 
Lot 3. Block 2 of the SECO'\D ADDITION TO HIDDE'.', LAKES SLBDI\ ISIO'\, according to the plat thereof, 
reco,·ded in Book S of Plats, page 58, records of Bonner· Count;i,, Idaho. 
Parcel 12 
Lot 4. Block 2 of the SE(O'.',j D ADDITIO'I TO HIDDE'\ LAKES St BDI\ 1S101', according ro the plat thereof. 
recorded in Book 5 of Phits, page 58. records ofB01111e1· Count), hfaho. 
Parcel 13 
Lot 5, Block 2 of the SECO'\ l) ~DUITI0:'-1 TO HIDDE;-.. LAKES Sl BDIYISIO'.\. according to the plat thert>of. 
recorded in Book 5 of Plat,. page 58. reconl:< of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 14 
Lot 14. Block 2 of REPL\T OF GOLDE'.'! TEE ESTATES Ai\D GOLDE'\ TEE EST.\ TES 1ST .\DDITIO\ 
\ "ii) l:\ PL\ n FD L\'.\ D, according to the plat thereof, recorded i11 Book 8 of Pints, page 77, reconls of Bonner 
Count:i,. Idaho. 
Vnit of Assistance : EXHIBIT Ai 3 
9642 
Parcel 15 
Lot 15, Block 2 of RE PLAT OF GOLDE'\ TEE ESTA! ES.\ "iO GOLDE'\ TEE E~T \TLS l'ff .\ODrJ 10'\ 
A;\ I) l. '\iP L-\ TTE D LA" D, according to the plat thereof, recon.!e<l in Boo!,. 8 of Plats, page 77, record, of Bonner 
County. Idaho. 
Parcel 16 
Lot -i, Block 7 of RE PLAT Of GOLDE..._ TEE EST.\TES A 'ID GOLDE'\> TEE ESTXJ ES I' \DOITIO'\ ,\'ii) 
l 'iPL \ ITE D L\:-,.1), according toJ the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of PhHs. page 77. r·eco,·d, of 15011ner 
( ounty. Idaho. 
Parcel 17 
Lot 5. Block .t of GOLDE~ TEE EST ATES 4m c\DDI 110",, acron!ing to rhe plilt thereof. reconled in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 80, records of Bonner County. ld;iirn. 
Parcel 19 
\ tract of hmd located in Section 36. To~ n~hip 58 '\orth. Range I \\ est of the Boise :\1erictian. Bonner Count~. 
Idaho. more particularly described al. follow~: 
That portion of said Section 36 I) ing East of Golden Tee Estates 8th Addition. recorded in Book 9 of Plats, page 7. 
,·econb of Bonner Count:y. i\01ih of Lot t .'.\... Block 15. Replat of Block, 15 and I 6 of the Replat of Golden Tee 
E;;tatcs and Golden Tee Estate;, I., Addition and unplatted land, according lo the phH thereof. recorded in Book 9 
of Plats. page 5. 1·ecm·ds of Bonner Count:;,, Idaho. and South and West of Lot l -\, Bloch lO, all of Block 20 and the 
road bch,1:'en ;,aid Lot I\, Block 10 and Lot I. Block 20, REPLAT OF GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES A '\D GOLDE'\ 
n t EST-\TE5 1ST ADDITIO"i '.1..-..;D L :\PL\ TTED L-\~D. 
according tn the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page 77. record~ of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 20 
Lot L Block 20: of REP LAT OF GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES A'.'ID GOLDE:\ TEE ESTATES !ST ADDITIO"-
.\ "D l. ."iPLA lTED L\:'-IJ. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plab. page 7'7, records of Bonner 
Couru:., Idaho. 
Par·cel 21 
Lot 2. Block 20: ()f REPL \ T OF GOLDE:\ TEE EST \TES A'.'\D GOLDE', n:E ESTATES I ST .\DDITIO'i 
.\ '\ D l 'i PLATTED LA:\ D, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Boo!,. 8 of Plat~. pag,· 77, records of Bonne, 
County. Idaho. 
Parcel 22 
Lot 3. Block 20: of REPLAT OF GOLDEN TEE !::STATES \.'iD GOLDE'< TEE ESTATES 1ST \DDITIO'-
_\l';D I '.\PLATTED LA"\D. accm·ding to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Ph,ts. page,~. records of Bonner 
Count:,, Idaho. 
Parcel 23 
Lot 11. Block 20: of REPL-\ T OF GOLDE'\ TEE ESTA TES \."iO GOLDE'\ TEE EST\ H~S 1ST AD0ITIO'i 
\ ,u l ',f>LATI ED LA'.'.D. ,,ccording to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page 77, records of IJ01rner 
Count~. Idaho. 
Parcel 24 
Lot 12. Block 20: of RE PLAT OF GOL0E', l EE ESTA n:s A"D GOLDE'\ TEE EST.tn:s 1ST ADDITIO:\ 
A~D C'iPLATTED LA",D, acco,·ding to the plat thereof, recorded in Boo!, 8 of Plats, page 77, records of Bonner 
Count~, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance i EXHIBIT A I 4 
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Lot 13, 20: of E 
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Bonner 
34 
Assistance I EXHIBIT A! 5 
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Parcel 35 
Lots 2 \. Block L REP!\ T OF LOTS I TI-IROl GIi 4. BLOCK I A'.'D BLOCK 16.\, RFPL H Of BLOCKS 15 & 
16 OF TfU: REPL\T OF GOUR'\ TEE LST.\TES & GOLDE~ TEE ES'I ,\TES 1ST \DDITIO"-. according to 
the plat thereof. 1·ecorded in Book 9 of Plats. pa!!e 82. records ot' Bonner Count.v, Idaho. 
Parcel 36 
Lots 4A. Block L REPL\ T OF LOTS I THROl GH 4. BLOCK l \ '\D BLOCK l6A. REPL-H OF BLOCh:S 15 & 
lo OF J'HE RE PLAT OF GOLDE'\ TEE EST\ TES & GOLIJE'i TEE EST\ TES 1ST -\DDITIO'\, according toi 
the plat the1·eof. recorded in Book 9 of Plats, page 82. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 3"' 
Lot 5. Blol'k I. GOLDE'-' TEE ESTATES 8TI-I -\DDHTO'\, acconlin!! to the plat rhercof. recordt>d in Book 9 of 
Plats. pag<' 7, records of Bonner Count:,,. Idaho. 
Parcel 38 
Lot 6. Block L GOLDE'- TEE ESTATES 8Tl:-l -\DDITIO'i, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, p::ige 7, reeorcls of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Parcel 3<) 
Lot:, Block I, GOLDE'\ TEE EST,\ TES 8TH \D0ITIO'i. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page 7, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Pared 40 
l.o( 8, Block I. GOLDE'- TEE ESTATES 8TH AD0ITIO'\. according to the pl:u therc11f, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page '"1. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 41 
Lot 12. Block 4 of GOL0E'-i TEE EST...\TES 3rd ADDITIO'i. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, recnrds of !former County, Idaho. 
Parcel 42 
Lot 11. Bloc!, 4 of GOLDE'i TEE ESTATES 3rd ADDITIO'\. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. records of Bonner Count_\, Idaho. 
Parcel 43 
Lot 9. 131ock 4 of GOLDE'.'. TEE EST.\n:s 3rd ADDITIO",, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78. records of Bonner Cuunty. Idaho. 
Pared 44 
Lot 8, Block 4 of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 3rd ADIJ!TIO~. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78. records of Bonnel' Counly, Idaho. 
Panel 45 
Loi 7• Block 4 of GOL0E.'i Tl':E ESTATES 3rd AD0ITIO:\. according to ,he plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 Hf 
Plats. page i8, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Writ or Assi~tance; EXHIBIT A! 6 
\ 154-=' 2[)i PL.0"-PD.st- f,iaJ,;,frit of"Asslstam:e-Ex A i70J02 do..:x 
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Parcel 46 
Lot 6. Block 4 of GOLDE'.\ TEE EST\TES 3rd ADDITJO-.. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Piah, page 78. n•cords uf Bonner Co1mt}. Idaho. 
Parcel .f7 
Lol 5. Block 4 of COL.OE'\ I f:E EST:\cTES 3rd .\DDITIO',, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Pbb, page 78. records of Bcmne,· County. Idaho. 
Parcel48 
Lot 4. Block 4 ofGOLDF'i TEE EST\ TE:-i 3rd .-\.DDITIO"-. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, n~cords of Bonner Count1-. Idaho. 
P,ircel 49 
Lot 3. Block 4 of GOLlJE:\ TEE EST\ TES 3rd ..\.DDITIO'\. ,iccording to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plab, page 78. records of Bonner Count}- Ida ho. 
Parcel 50 
lot L Block 4 of GOLDE'.\ I EE ESTA TES 3rd ADDITI0."'1, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. reconls of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 51 
Lot I. Blod, 4 of GOLDE', TE,E ESTATES 3rd AL>OITIO!\. Rccon!ing to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. records of Bonner Count:-,, Idaho. 
Pa reel 52 
Lor 14. Block I of GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTA rES 3rd ADDITIO'\", according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 7S, record~ of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 53 
Lor 13. Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE EST.\TES 3rd ADDITIO'\. ,iccording to the plat rhe1·eof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plab, page 78. rcronl., of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 5-4 
Lot 12. Block I of GOLDI'..'\ TEE ES"J -\TE:-i 31·d •\DOI rlO'\, according to the pl:ir thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 1 8. rc-:ords of Bonner Coulll.l'- Idaho. 
Pa reel 55 
Lot 11, Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE EST.\ n:s 3rd ADDITIO'i, acc()rding to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page ,s, recn1·ds of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Pitrcel 56 
Lot )0. Block I of GOLDE:\ TEE ESTA n:s 3rd .·\DDITIO:\, according to the plat thereof, reeon:ied in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
\\'rit of .\ssistance EXHIBIT Ai 7 
9646 
Parcel 5'"' 
Lot 9. Blori, I of GOLDE;-. TEE ES1 A TES 3rtl .\DDITIO'.'. according to the piat the1·eof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, n:>cords of Bonner Count~, Idaho. 
Parcel 58 
Lot 8. Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 3rd .\DDIT!O'\. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Phi ts, page 78, reeonls of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Panel 59 
Lot 7, Block I ofGOLDE"i TEE ESTATES 3rd ADDITIO"i, according to the plat thcrc()f. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, records of !former County, Idaho. 
Parcel 60 
Lot 8. Bluel, 3 of GOLDE.'\ TEE ESTATES 3rd J.001110.',. al'l'tn-ding to the plat thereof. recorded in B<Jok 8 of 
Plats. pag<' 78. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 61 
Lot".'. Block .3 of GOLD£.'\ TEE ESTATES 3rd ADDITIO'.\. according to the plat thereof. recorded i11 Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 62 
Lot 6, Block J of GOLDE'\ TEE EST.\ TES 3rd ADDITIO'\. according to the plat thereof. recllrded in Book 8 of 
Plats, pnge 78, rec()rds of Bonner ( ounty. Idaho. 
Parcel 63 
Lot:-. Block 3 of GOLDE", TEE EST.\TES 3ni AOOITIO!\, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plat:,;.. page 78. records of Bonner Count), Idaho. 
Parcel 64 
Lot -L Bloc!, 3 of GOLDE:\; TEE ESTATES 3rd AODITIO:'-<, acconling to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 65 
Lot 3. Block 3 of GOLDE, TEE ESTA TES 3rd .-\DDITIO~. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 78. records of Bonner Count:,. Idaho. 
Pared 66 
Lot 2. Block J of GOLDE"- TEE EST-\TES 3rd ,\DDITIO:"i, accor·ding to the plat thereof. re.:onled in Book 8 of 
Plat;;. pag<' 78, re,:onls of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel ()7 
Lot I. Block .3 of GOLDE'\ TEE EST J. TES 3rd ADDITIO!'., according to the rlar thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plan. page 78, records of Bonner Counly, Idaho. 
Writ of ~ssistance: EXHIBIT Ai 8 
9647 
Parcel 68 
. \II that p•ntinn of Go,ernment Lot, 2, J, 4, 5. 6. 7 8 and 9; the South,Hst Q11a1·1er of the 'fo1iheast Quarter; and the 
South half of the '.'iorthwest quarter of Section 2. i ownship 57 ,o.-rh. Range I West of the Boise '\le1·idiar1. Bonner 
( ounty. Idaho. lying South of St:He lfic;h\\a, '.\o. 200 and lying 'iorth and East of the '101·thern Pacific Railroad 
(n,n, "\.lt,ntana Rail I.ink) right of"ay. 
LES:'-, that portion of Section 2. T ov,-nship 5"': 'iorth, Range I \\ est <)f the Bois<" :\I eridian, Bonner Count:-,, Idaho. 
being that rrnperty described in Instrument l\o. 592059 and more particular!) described a~ follm\S: 
Beginning at a right of wa\. monument on the South right of wa~ of State Hig:lnva:-, :'lio. 2110, from \\hid1 the 
'.\'ortlnie,t corner· of ,;,id Section 2 hears 'orth 25c 54' 43" \\ e~t. 798.00 feet (record= ,orth 26c 28' 08" \\ est. 
798.11 fret: Thence alvng the ",outh 1·ight ohrny of the Highway, '.'\orth 68° 35' .39" East. 266.10 feet: Thence 
continuing ,dl)ng the Highwa:,, right uf ,~ ay, on a cun e to the left ( radial bearing= 'ior·th 14° 03' 28" \\est) h,H ing a 
central angle of 00° 08' 55" and a nnlius of5"'.'9958 feet fo1· an an: distance of 15.03 feet (chord= '1011h 75° 52' 05" 
Ea,t. 15.0J Feet. total distance along right ofV1a:, from point of beginning 
28 L !3 feet - record= 28 L 13 feet): Thence leaving said right of way South OW 04' 10" \\ est. '72553 feet: Thence 
:",orth 39c 1-i' 40" \\ e~t . .330.00 fret; Thence "lonh 00° 03' 26" \\est 607.20 feet. to the Southerly right of way of 
St;ite lligh" :1:, "o. ZOO; Thence along said right of way _",orth 79° 11' 55" Ea,t. 7(}.38 feet to the true point of 
beg-inning. 
EXCE PTI:\(; therefrom RII of the above described properties. any p<1rtion lying w i£hin the l:Joun<l5 of the followin.: 
plats: 
Replat of Golden l cc Estate~ and Golden Tee i'.,states 1st Addition and l nplatled land, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. 
Page 77, 
Colden fee E~tare~ 2nd \ddition, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. Page 79. 
Golden Tee Estates .3rd Addition, 1·ecorded in Book 8 of Plats. Page 78. 
Colden Tee Est.Hes 4th Addition. recorded in Book 8 of Plats. Page 80. 
Golden Tee r~tates 5th Addition, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, Page 81, and 
(;olden ree Fst;ites 7 11' \ddition. recorded in Book 9 of Plats, Pag,e 13, all in the records of 
Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 69 
All that portion of Government Lot .J. in Section 31. Township 58 North, Ri111ge I East. Boise- \leritlian, Bonner 
County, Idaho, lying South of Stat,;- Highway 200. 
Parcel 70 
That p,inion •Jf Government Lots 5. 6. 9. and 10; the Southeast quarter of che '.'orthwest quarter: and the East 
ha If nr the Southwe,,t quarter; all in Section 6. To,~ nship 57 '\orth, Range I East of the Boise :Vteridian, Bonner 
Cou11t_\. !llaho 1:-ing East GOLDE'.'\ TEE. EST,\ fES ,FH .\DDITIO",, according to the plat thereof. recorded in 
Book 8 •if Plats, pa~e 80. records of Bonner Count). Idaho. East of GOLDE'\ TEE E~TATES 5r" \ DDHIO'\. 
accordi11g rn the plat thereof, rerorded _in Book 8 of Plats. page 81. records of lfo1me-r County. Idaho. '\orth of 
GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 7rn AOOITJO:-.;, according to the rlat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of Plat~. page IJ. 
rt>cords of Bonner Count_\. Idaho and ;-.;onh of GOLDE 'Ii TEE ESTA TES 6 111 .\DDITIO",. according to the plat 
thereof. recorded in lJook 8 of Plats, page 82, records ofBminer Count:v. Idaho. 
L 1'..SS that property described in Instrument "'lo. 22533. records of Bonner Count~, Idaho. an(i described as follow5: 
Be(!inning ~t the 'orrh quar1er corner of ,aid Section 6. Township 57 '\orth, Range I East of the Boise \-leridian. 
Bonner Count~. Idaho: Thence South 1669. -ro fel:'t to Pack Rin,r and the True Point of Beginning; Thl:'nce .',outh 
66" 4T \\'est, 203 feet: Thence South 69° S-4' \\ est 165.3 feet: Thence South 79° 5(}' \\est, 242.5 feet: Thence South 
0 I O It' E:1st, 146 feet: Thence South 25° IS' East, 118.20 feet; Thence South 54° 29' East, 137.2 feet; Thence South 
68" 10· East. :U,7.1 feet; Thence :\onh 535.6 feet to a point 1669.7 feet South uf the :".orth quarter corner of 
Section 6. 
Writ of Assistance i EXHIBIT A;() 
i 154 7 21)/ PLD P:-.'1-t-rnc; ·-,1,;~irofA.s:;is\a:1cc-Ex A t703li2 J,H..::" 
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LfSS a tract of land in Government Lot 6 and the Southeast qua 1tcr of lhe "iorthwesr quarter of Section 6. 
T•H~n,hip 57 "1,nrth. Ran~e I East or the Boise :Vleridi,rn, Bormer County, Idaho, being that properly identified as 
Tract '\o. Q-175:,-2 in Instrument 'Jo. 42975 :rnd more particularly described as folio",: 
Beginning at a point on the Southerly ri!;!ht of wa) of State Highway No. 200 which is South 55" OJ' 21 .. Ea~t. 
2460.2') feet from the '\orthwest corner of said Section 6 (reco1·d South 55c 14° fast, 2451.JJ; Thence Sourh 1--1" 
53°00" East, 22.3.22 feet (record}: Thence South 04'.) 43' oo·· East, 640.00 feet (n•cord): The11ce '.-outh .39c 48' 00'' 
East. 430.00 fed irecordJ: Thence South 30c 28' 00'" East, 387.49 feet (record= 500 feet plus or minus) to the East 
line of the Sou th east quarter of the :"<orthv,est quarter of said Section 6. 
TOGETHER\,\ 1TH any portion of the Old Highway rightofw.iy abandonment de:,crihed in that certain 
Quitclaim Deed. e:,ecuted by the State of Idaho. ,\s ln~trnment i"<o.696025 and nnonled on ,fanuary 11, Zil06, 
I) ing \\ ithin the bound, of the abo;e described property. 
Parcel 71 
That portion of Government Lots IO and 11; and the East half of the Southwest quarter; all in Section 6. 
Tim nship 57 :'-,,orth. Range I East of the Boise :Vleridian. Bonner County, Idaho lying South of GOLDE', TEE 
EST\ TES 5' 11 \ DDITIO'\, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page 81. records of Bonner 
County. Idaho. South of GOLDE:\ TEE !-,STATES 7m ADOITIO'¾, according: to the plat thereof, recorded in 
Book 9 of Plats. page 13. record~ of Bonner County. Idaho and South of GOLDE:\ TEE EST;\ TES 6 111 
-\.DDITIO:",, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page 82. records of Bonner County .. Idaho. 
Parcel 72 
Lot 2. Block 2 of GOLDI:..._ TEE ESTATES 2 ,<1 -\.DDIHO'\·. a,:cording to the plat thereof, recon!ed in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 79, record, of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 73 
Lot 3. Biocl.. 2 of GOLDE:',; TEE ESTATES 2" d ADDITIO~. according to the plat thereof~ rel·onlcd in Book 8 of 
Pbts, page 7(►. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Pa.reel 74 
Lot 5. Blocl, 2 of GOLDE'.\ TEE EST.\l ES 2nd AOOITIO'\, according tn the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 'N. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 75 
Lot 8. Biol'!, 2 of GOLDE'\ TEE EST\TlS zmi :\DDITIO'-', according to the plat thereot: rernrded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 79, records of B,rnner Count:-, Idaho. 
Parcel 76 
L<1t 8. Block I ftf GOLDE'.'. TEE EST .c\ TES 2"" ADDITIO'\. acconling to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
PL1b. page 79, records of Bomier Count}, Idaho. 
Parcel 77 
Lot 7. Block I ofGOLDE'.'i TE£ EST.--\TES 2nd ,\DDITIO'\, according to the plat thereof, recon!ed in Book 8 of 
T'lats, page 79. reconls of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Paree! 78 
Lnt 6. Block I o I' GOLDE" TT E ESTATES 2'"1 A DDITIO.', according to the plat thereof, recorded in Bool, 8 of 
Plats. page 7 9. records of Bonner Count), Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance: EXHIBIT Ai 10 
9649 
Parcel 79 
Lot 5, Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE EST A TES 2 nd .\DIJITIO:\. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
PL1ts. page 79, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 80 
Lot 4. Block I of GOLD[.',; TEE ESl ATES 2nd ADDITIO:\;, according to the plat thereot~ recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 79. records of Bonner Count}, Idaho. 
Parcel 81 
Lot 2. Block 1 of GOLDE'.'\ TEE EST.\ TES 2nd ADDITIO'i. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 79. records of Bonner County. !Jaho. 
Parcel 82 
Lot L Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 2"'1 ADDITIO'i, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plat,. page 79, records of Bonnet· Count). Idaho. 
Parcel 83 
L(,t 9. Block I ofGOLDE"i TEE ESTATES 2nd .\0DITIO~. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, pa~e 79. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 84 
Lot 9, Block Z of GOLDE'.'i TEE ESTATES 2"'' ADDITIO:\, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 79, r1:cords of Bonner Count}, Idaho. 
Parcel 85 
Lot L Block 2 of GOLDE'.'. TEE ESTATES Yl ADDITIO'-. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. 1rngc 78, records of Bonner Count~, Idaho. 
Parcel 86 
Lot 5. Block I of GOLDE" TEE ESTA n:s Y'' A.DDITIO"'I. according to the plat thereof, recordetl in Book 8 or 
Plats. page 78. records of Bonnesr Count'.\, Idaho. 
Parcel 3-r 
Lot 10. Block 7 of GOLDE!' TEE EST\.TES Y" ADDITIO."lj, according to the plat thereof. rel'ordcd iu Book S of 
Pia rs, page 78, records of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Parcel 88 
Lot I, Block 8 ofGOLDE'i TEE EST,\TES 3"1 ADDITIO:'<,. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book8 of 
Plats, page 78, rt'cords of Bonner Count:', Idaho. 
Parcel 89 
Lot 4, Block 8 of GOLD Er\ TE F: ESTATES 3'd A DDII IOi'o, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plats. 
pa::;,• 78, records of Bonner Count)', Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance i EXHIBIT Al l l 
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Parrel 90 
Lot 2, Block 8 ofGOLDE'li TEE EST.\ TES 3"1 .\DDITIO'.\, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. 
page 78, record~ of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 91 
Lot 5. Block 8 of GOLDE;-.; TEE ESTATES 3,.i ADDITIO'.\. according to the plat thereof, recorded in 8(rnk 8 of Plats, 
p,ige 18, rcconJs of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 92 
Lot 6, Block 8 of GOLDE"- TEE EST A TES yt1 ADDITIO-,;, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Pl:m, 
page 78, records of Bonner Count:,,. l1lahu. 
Parcel 9J 
Lot 6. Block 7 of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES Jrd ADDITIO'.\. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, 
page 78, records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 94 
Lot 2. Block 5 ofCOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 3ni ADDITIOf\, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of P!a,s, 
pagr 78, records of Bonner Count~•· Idaho. 
Parcel 95 
Lot L Block 5 of COL DE~ TEE ESTA TES J rd A 0DITIO"i. accordini! to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plal~. 
p,1ge 1 8. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Panel 96 
Lot 10. Block 4 of GOLDE:\ TEE ESTATES Yd AD0ITIO'\. :icconling to the phH thereoL recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78. records of Bonner Count:,., Idaho. 
Parcel 97 
Lot 17. Block I of GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 3"' c\DOITION, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78. records of Bonner County. ld11ho. 
Pnrrel 98 
Lor 16. Block I of GOLDE:'i TEE ESTATES Y" ADDITIO"i, according to the plat tlu:reol~ recorded in Book 8 of 
Phu5. page 78. rt'conls of Bonni'r C ount,v. Idaho. 
Parcel 99 
Lot 4, Block 6 of GOLDE!', TEE ESTA TES 3'11 A DDITlO'¥, according to the plat rhcrcot recorded in Book 8 of Pints, 
pa~e 78, record, of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 100 
Lot J. Block 6 of GOLDE.'\ TEE ESTA TES 3"1 ..\DDITIO'\, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Phns, 
pa2c i8, records of Bonne1· County, Idaho. 
Parcel lO I 
Lot 15. Block I of GOLDE!\ TEE EST:\TES 3'" ADDITIO~, ac<'onling to the plat thereof, rernrdrd in Book 8 of 
Pia rs, page 78, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance EXHIBIT A j 12 
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Parcel 102 
Lut 6, Block 10 of GOJ .DE'.\ TEE ESTA TES :_:Fd ADDITIO";, according to the plat thereof, rernnled in Book 8 of 
Plat~. page 1 8. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Panel I OJ 
Lot 10. Block IO of GOLDE'. TEE ESTATES Jd ADIJITIO'.'<. according ro the plat then·of. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. p,tge 78, records of Bo1rnei- Count), Idaho. 
Parcel l 04 
Lot 2. Block 11 of GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES Yd ADDITIO'.'i. according to the plat thereof. n!rnn!ed in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, records of Bonner Count:,., ld11ho. 
Parcel 105 
Lot 3, Block') of GO LOE'.\ TEE EST-\ TES 3,<1 ,\ DDITHY\. a.:conling to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. 
p,1ge 78, record, of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Pa1·cel I06 
Lot 8. Block 5 •;f GOLDE'.\ TEE EST c\ TES 3'" A OOITIO'i. acco,·ding to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, 
pa2e 78, records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 107 
Lot 6. Block l of GOLDE'- fEE EST-\ TES Y·' ADDI fl0"i, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Bonk 8 of Plats, 
pa2e 78. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 108 
Lot 5. Block 9 of GOLDE:'- TEE ESTA TES Yd ADDI fJO'\. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, 
pag'-' 78. reronls of Bm111e:1· County, Idaho. 
Parcel 109 
Lot 10, Block 9 of GOLDEt'i TEE EST-\ TES Yd ADDITJO!',', according to rhe plat thereof. rerr!l'ded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 78, records of Bonner Count.-,, Idaho. 
Parcel 110 
lot 6. Block I of GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES 4m ADDITIO'.'<. according to the piat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page SO. n:cord!> of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 11 I 
Lot I. Btock 5 of GOLDE"I TEI-: EST-\TES 4m ADDITI0'.'1, according tn the plat the1·eof, reconled in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 80, records of Bonner Co1rnt:r, Idaho. 
Parcel 112 
Lot 5, Block :5 of GOLD£'.\ TEE ESTATES 4m ADDITIO'i, according to the pl.it thereof. rernrded in Book 8 of 
Plat~. page 80, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel I t3 
Lot -t, Block 4 ofGOLDE:-1 TEE ESTATES 4m ADDI rIO~. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Bo,lk 8 of 
Plats, page 80, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance i EXHIBIT A 13 
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Parcel 114 
Lot 3, Block 4 ofGOL0F:'\ TEE E:S-1 ATES 4m .-\DIJITIO'i, according to the plat thereof, recorded iu Bouh. 8 of 
Plats. page 80, records r,f Bonner Count~, Idaho. 
Parcel 115 
Lot 6. Block 4 of GOLDE'i TEE EST.\ TES 4rn ADDITIO.'-'. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 80, records of Borme1· County, Idaho. 
Parcel 116 
Lot 8, Block 4 of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES 4 rn A DDITIO:\/, according to the pllH thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 80, records of Bonner Count~, Idaho. 
Parcel 117 
Lot 9, Block 4 of GOLDE "i TEE ESTATES 4rn ADDITIO.\", according to the plat thereof. recorded in 8(101' 8 of 
Plats. page 80. records of Bmmer Count), Mailo. 
Parcel 118 
Lot 2. Block 4 of GOLDE:\' TEE ESTATES 4m ~DOITIO',. according to the pltit thereof, recorded in Booh. 8 of 
Plats, page 80. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcell19 
Lot I. Block 4 ofGOLDE'i TEE ESTATES 4rr1 ADDI no-... according to the plat thereof, reconlcd in Book8 of 
Pl:1ts. page 80. records of Bonner County, ltfaho. 
Parcel 120 
Lot L Block 3 ofGOLDE'i TEE ESTATES 4m ~DDITIO'i, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page SO. reconls of Bonner Count~. Idaho. 
Parcel 122 
Lor I, Block I of GOLDF:'i TEE ES I'ATES 4 rn A D0lTIO.'11, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 80. n·cords of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Paree! 123 
Lot I, Block I GOLDE:'\ TEE EST..\TES 5m ADUITIO". according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 8L records of Bonner Count}- Idaho. 
Parcel 124 
Lot 5. Block L GOLDE;'\' TE f. ESTA TES 5m c\ DDl'I IO'i. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 81. records of Bonner Count)'. Idaho. 
Paree! 125 
Lot 7. Block I. GOLDE'i TEE EST J. TES 5rn .\DDITIO'i, accordin~ to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 81, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance I EXHIBIT Ai 14 
9653 
Parcel 126 
Lot 9, Block I, GOT ,t)F:"i TEE EST,\ TES 5·:fl c\ DOJTIO'\. acco,·ding to the plat thrreof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 8 L reconb of Bmrner Count). ld,1ho. 
Parcel 127 
Lot 11. Block 2. GOLDE'\ TEE ESTATES srn \DDITIO'i, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Boo!; 8 of 
Plats. page 81, records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 128 
Lot 9, Block 2. GOLDE'i TEE EST \TES srn .\J)OITIO'\, according t() tile plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 81, records of Bonne,· Count}, Idaho. 
Parcel l 29 
Lot 8, Block 2, GOLDE'\' TEE ESTATES 5 111 ADDITIO'i. according to the plat thereof. reeorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 81. records of Bonner Count!. Idaho. 
Parcel 1.30 
Lot S. Block 2. GOLD£"\ TEE ESTATES 5m \DDITIO',, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book R of 
Pints, page 81. records of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Pa reel 13 l 
Lot I. Block 2. GOLDE:'< TEE ESTATES 5m ADDITIO."i. according to the plat the1·eof. ,·ecordcd in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 81, records of'Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 132 
Lor ti, Block L GOLDE:\' TF:E ESTATES 5m ADDITIO'\. according to the plat then·of, rec<>rdcd in Boo!. 8 of 
Plats. page 81. n:,·onis of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Pan:el 133 
Lot 3, Block 2. GOLDE' TEE ESTATES 5 rn ADDITIO'-;. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 81. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 13~ 
Lot 4, Block4 of GOLDE.'- TEE F:ST,TES 6m ADDITIOI', according to the pl:it thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82. records of Bonner Count), ld!lho. 
P11n:el 135 
Lo, 3, Blork 4 ofGOLDE'.'i TEE ESTATES 6111 ADDITION. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 82, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 136 
Lot 2. Block -1 ofGOLDE:--i TEE EST \TES 6 111 ADDITIO'.\, acconlingto the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
\\' rit of ,\ssistance I EXHIBIT A I 15 
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Parcel 13".' 
Lot I, Block 3 ofGOL0E'i TEE ESTATES 6T11 .\DDITIO~. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 82, records of Bonner Count)·, Idaho. 
Parcel 138 
Lot 4. Block 2 ofGOL0E'\ TEE ESTATES 6rn ADDITIO:".. acrnrding to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Pbits. page 82. records of Bonner Count)'. Icbho. 
Parcel 139 
Lot 3. Block 2 of GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES 6m ADDITIO'i, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plat~. page 82. records of Bonnet· County, Idaho. 
Pan:el 140 
Lot 2. Block 2 ofGOLDE'i TEE EST..\TF:S 6111 \DDITIO'-. according to the plat thereof. reronled in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82. records of Bonner Count)', Idaho. 
Parcel 141 
Lot 5, Block 4 of GOLD[', TEF ESTATES 6m ,\DDITIO.-., according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 142 
Lot I. Block 4 of GOLDE'\ TEE EST\TES 6rn .\DDITIO:\, acrnrding to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82, records of Bonner Count}, Idaho. 
Pan·e! 143 
Lot 5, Block2 of GOLDE, TEE ESTATES 6'il ADDlTIOl'i. according to the plat thereof. rernrded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82. records of Bonner County. ld:1ho. 
Parcel 1-U 
Lot 8. Block I of GOLDE'\ TEE ESTA TES 6rn ADDITlO:\. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 82. records of Bonner Count). Idaho. 
Parcel 146 
L0t I. Block I ofGOLDEi\ TEE EST . .\.TES 7rn .\DDITIO~. according to the plat thereof, reconled in Boo" 9 of 
Plats, page !.3. records of Bonner Count)'·, Idaho. 
Parcel 1-P 
Lot 2. Block I of GOLDE:\ TEE ESTATES :rn ADIJlTIOl\, according to the plat thereof~ recorded in Book 9 of 
Plab. page 13, records of Bonner Count)·. Idaho. 
Parcel 148 
l.ot 1. Block 2 ofGOLDE"i TEE EST \TES 7rn AD0ITIO'i, accon.lingto the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page 1.3, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance; EXHIBIT A i 16 
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Parcel 1-t9 
Lot 2. Block 2 of GOLDE:'. IEE ES f ,\ TES 7rn ADDITIO'\. accordine: to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page 13. rernnis of Bonner Count~, Idaho. 
Parcel 150 
Lot -t. Block 2 of GOLDE'\, TEE EST\ TES 7 111 .\DOI rtO.\I, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats. page 13, rec:01·ds of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 151 
Lot 6, Block 2 of GOLDE'\ TEE EST-\ TE:- 7rH ADDITIO'\. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page lJ. records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 152 
Lot 5. Block2 of GOLDE"- TEE ESTATES -,rn ADDITIO'I, according_ to the plat rhereof, reco1·ded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page 13. records of Bonner Count_,, Idaho. 
Parcel 153 
Lot 8. Blod-. 2 of GOLDE.'- TEE ESTATES 7 rH ADDITIO'\. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Booh. 9 of 
Plats, page 13, records of 8(>nner County, ldah(). 
Parcel 154 
Lot 9, Block 2 of GOLDE'.\ TF:F [STA l'ES 7m A DDITIO',. according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats. page 13. rcconls of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 155 
Lot 7 , Block I of GOLDE'\, TEE EST\ Tl::S 7m .-\DIJITIO",, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats. page 1.3 • .-ccords of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Parcel 156 
Lot 5. Block I of GOLDE!\ TEE ESTATES ;T!i .\0DITIO'I, ,iccording to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of 
Plats, page 13, rccord~ ofBmrner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 157 
Lot 6. Block I of GOLDE.'\ TEE EST .\TES 7 m ADDI rJO:'\, according to the plat ther·er,f, recorded in Boo!.. 9 of 
Plats. page 13, record~ of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Parcel 158 
Lot 3. Blot'k 1 of GOLDE'.\' TEE EST-\TES 7m ADDITIO">i. according to the plat thereof. reconled in Book 9 of 
Plats. page U, records of Bonner Count}, Idaho. 










I. l'iS tht' following described propert_\': 
A iral't of land in the Southeast quarter of Section 36. fownship 58 :\orth. Range I \\ est of the Boise \leridian, 
Bonner Count). ldalw. being that property di:scrihed in lnstnunent '.\'o. 92981, records of Bonner Count., Idaho 
and mon• particularly desc1·ibed as folio,~s: 
Commencing at the Southeast corner of sai<l Section 3(1; Thence along the East line of Section 3(), '\orth 00° 08' 06" 
East. 460.00 feet: Thellce perpendicular to the East line of the Section. '.'lorth 89" 51' 54" \\est. 568.00 feet to the 
true point of beginning: Thence S•rnth .po 08' 06"' \\est. 250.IW feet: Them::e South 42° 51' 54 .. List,348.SO feet; 




Lot 21.\. Block 2, of RI-.. PL\T OF LO rs 20 A'iD 21. BLOCK 2 RE PLAT OF GOLDE'-1 TE£ ESTATES & 
(,0 I.DE, TEE ESL\TES I ST A D0ITIO'i. according to the plat thereof. rec,,nJed in Book 9 of Plat,, page 8 I. 
records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Trnct 2 
Lot 5 .\. Bloc!- 4 of REPL\T OF GOLDE'< TEE ESTATES .\l\;D GOU)E". TEE E.'-.LHES f'T ADDITIO'\ A 'D 
l '.\ PL\TTE O LA, D. according. t1) the plat thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Ptah. page 77, records of Bonner 
County. ldahr), 
Tract 3 
Lot L Block 19 of REPL\.T OF GOLDE:--: TEE EST\ TES A'.\D GOLDE:\ TEE ESTATES I" ADDITlO'.\ .\ ';I) 
l. :\PL \ TTED L \ '\ D. according to the plat the1·eof. record~u in Bouk 8 of Plats, page 77, records of Bonner 
( ount). Idaho. 
Trnct 4 
Lot 13\, Block U of REPL\ T OF GOLDE.~ TEE EST \TES \.'\D GOLDE'.',; TEE EST ATES 1'1 ,.\Ul)ITIO:\ 
.\ '.'iO l I\, PLATTED LA", D, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. page 77. reconis of Bonner 
County. Idaho. 
Tract 5 
Lot 2. Block I 9 of REPL\T Of GOLDE'.\ TEE EST<\ TES AND GOI.DEi\ TEE ESTATES lq ADDlflO:'i A "IJ 
l "iPLATTED LA "10. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page ,7, records of Bonner County, 
Idaho. 
Trni:t 6 
Lot 1. Block 2 of GOLDE'\ TEE EST\ TES 2"d . .\DDI 1'10'.\. according to the pl:tt thereof, n:>conled in Book 8 of 
Plats. page 79. re,-ord,- of Bonner C-oumy, Idaho. 
Parcel t 7, 
Tract l 
•\lpt•nrnse Lme and that portion of '\orth Idaho Club Drive as shown on rhe plat of RE PLAT OF GOLDE:--.: TEE 
f:'iT \TES \ '\D GOLDE~ TEE [ST\ n:s lsT \DDITION A:\D l '.\PL\TTED L\ '\O, acco,·ding to the plat 
thereof. recorded in Book 8 of Plats. page ;'7. records of Bonner Count:-,. Idaho. lying within Sectio11 36. fownship 
58 '.'.\orth Range I \\ est of rhe Boise \leridian, Bonner County, Idaho am! said :'.\orth Idaho Club Drive as shown 
on GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES 8TB ADDITIO'i, according to the !)lat thereof. recorded in Book 9 of Plats, pa~e 7, 
records of Bonner County. ld,1ho. 
Tract2 
Golden Tee Dri"e· n,m Grade Lme. a~ shown 011 the plat of GOLDf.'\i TEE EST ATES l ' 1 ADDITlO'\ 
P l..\'i:'< ED l '.\II DE\ ELOP~I E1'T (PH '\SE T\\ 0), according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 6 of Plats. 
Page 114. records of Bonner Countv, Idaho. 
Writ of Assistance; EXHIBIT A 1 19 
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Tract 3 
That portion of.Jim Brown \..\a} as shown on the plat of REPL.\T OF GOLDE', TEI': ESTYfES >.',O GOLDE'\ 
TEE EST-\ TES i sr ADDITIO'-' A '10 L:'iPLA TTED L\'ID. according to the plllt thereor, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, page 77. records of Bonne,· Count}, Idaho. lying within Section 36, Town~hip 58 'lorth R,rnge I \vest of the 
Boise Meddhm, B•rnner County, Idaho. 
Tm.er.+ 
That portion of .Jim Brrrn n \\ ay as sho,~n on the plat of GOLDE:'i TEE £STA TES 1 ' 1 ADDITIO'\ PL\'.\ 'iED 
l "- IT OE\ ELOP\1E'\T ( PHASE l ½ 0), act·onling lo the plat I hereof, recorded in Book 6 of Plats, Page l 1-t 
records of Bonner County, Idaho. excepting any portion lying with REPLA r OF GOLDE'\ TEE EST-\TES A'.\D 
GOLDE', TEE ESTA TES F" .\ DDITIO.'i ·\. 'iD l '\PL.A TTEO LA '\D, according to the plat thereof, reconkd in 
Book 8 of Plats. page Ti, records of Bom1er Count"\., Idaho, being between the Easter!)" extensions of the '.\orth 
hound,1r:v of Lot 2. Block 6 and the South btHmdar·y of Lot 3. Block 7 of said GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES !st 
\DDITIO'.\ PL..\:\'\ED l "-IT DE\'ELOP:\IE'H (PH-\SF T\VO). 
Trnct :5 
The parcel labelled Road Lot named South Idaho Cluh Drive lying bt'tween Lot L Block 17 and Block 18 of 
REPL.\T OF GOLDE"< TEE EST..\ TES A:";D GOLIJE'i TEE ESTATES lq A.DDITIO'\ A ~D l :\PL:\ TTED 
LA '\O, according to rhe plat thereof, re,corded in Book 8 of Plats. page 77. re,corcts of Bonner County, Idaho, l)ing 
South of State llighway 200. 
Tract 6 
The prh ate roads named South Idaho Club Drive and Wildflowa \\ ay shown on GOLD[:'li TEE [STATES 2nd 
--\DDI llO'\, according to the piat the,rcof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. page 79, record~ of Bonner Count~. Idaho. 
Tract : 
The private roads named South Idaho Club Dri,e. \\ hitcdoud Drhc, "\'ightha\~k Lane, Trappers Loop, Pirkeroon 
Lane, Tim her (;ro...e Lane and Green .\lonarch Lane as shown on GOLDEN TEE EST--\TES 3'"" .\DOITIO'.\, 
according to the J>lat thereof, recordtd in Book 8 of Plats. page 78. records of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Trnrt 8 
The prh ate, mads named Green \Ion arch L.rne. Wildridge\\ ay. Brighhrnter Lane and '\orth Star lane as shmi n 
on GOLDE'i TEE EST:\ TES 4i 11 --\DDITIO'I/. according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats. p:.ige 80. 
records of Bonner County. Idaho and Forest lfighiand Drive as shm,n 011 GOLDE'.\ TEE ESTATES 7 111 
.\ 0DITIO',, according to the plat thereof. recorded in Book 9 of Plats, page tJ. records of Bonner C:ounr:-,, Idaho. 
Trnct 9 
The prhate roads named South Idaho Club DriH as sho\\<n on GOLDEN TFE ESTATES 5rn AODITIO:\. 
according to tl1e plat therl'of. recorded in Book 8 of Plats. page 81. record:-, of Boimer County, Idaho. 
Tract I 0 
The private roads named South Idaho Club Drive, Greatw·ater Ci1-cle and Lunch Peak Lane as sho\vn on 
COLO£', TE£ ESTATES f,rn .·-\DOITIO'-, according to the plat thereof. rec1.mled in Book 8 of Plats, page 82. 
rec(,rds of Bonner County. Idaho. 
Tract 11 
The private roads named Hidden Lakes Drive. \Vaterdance \\'ll_v, Oxbmi Road and Clubhouse \Vay as sh,mn and 
described on REPL\T OF GOLDF:i"i TEE EST.,\TES A 'i0 GOLDE'i TEE ESTATES 1sT :1J)OITIO:-. \ 'iO 
l"PL,\ TTED LA 'il), according to the plat the1·tof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page "?7, records uf Bonner 
County, (daho. and including those portiuns of Clubhouse\\ ay, which is named Hidden Lnkes Ori.e, ahoH, and 
Cluhhouse Lane. v. hid1 is named Clubhouse\\ ay, first above. on GO LOE'.'\ TEE EST.\ TES ['.'T ADDITIO:\ 
PL\.:",;'iEO l:\IT DE\ELOP\clE'.'iT (Plf..\SE TWO), according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 6 of Plats, 
Page 11-i, records of Bonner County, Idaho, which may be or may not he described and included on REPL.\T OF 
GOLDE:\ TEE EST.\H:S .\.,_D GOLOE'i TEE ESTATES l"T ADDITIO'- Ai\D l:\PLXfH:O LA'.\D, according. 
to the plat thereof. recorded in B,iok 8 of Plats, page 77, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 




TO: VP, INCORPORATED, and its employees, agents and/or representatives 
( collectively, "VP") 
Attached to this Notice is a W.rit of Assi~ance issued by the District Court of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, in favor of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). 
In conjunction with the Writ of Assistance: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. VP has been ejected and removed from using, holding or detaining the 
Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or associated with the sanitary sewer 
system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, under or appurtenant to the 
Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2; and 
2. Possession of the Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof compnsrng or 
associated with the sanitary sewer system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, 
under or appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels, specificaHy including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, has 
been delivered to Valiant. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that Valiant specifically reserves its right, at a later date to 
be determined by Valiant, to eject VP, its employees, agents and/or representatives, from all 
fixtures, appurtenances and improvements associated with the water systems on, under 
and appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND this /1_ day of March 2017. 
DARYL WHEELER 
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NOTICE REGARDING TERMS OF EJECTMENT 
["NOTICE"] 
TO: VP, INCORPORATED, and its employees, agents and/or representatives 
{ collectively, "VP") 
Accompanying this Notice is a J!_L!.J ....... "'"'...._L . ..,.,,, ..... _...,._,_,.,.,.,... issued by the District Court of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, in favor of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). 
In conjunction with the Writ of Assistance: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. VP is hereby ejected and removed from using, holding or detaining the 
Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or associated with the sanitary sewer 
system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, under or appurtenant to the 
Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2; and 
2. Possession of the Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or 
associated with the sanitary sewer system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, 
under or appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, 
is hereby delivered to Valiant. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that Valiant specifically reserves its right, at a later date to 
be determined by Valiant, to eject VP, its employees, agents and/or representatives, from all 
fixtures, appurtenances and improvements associated with the water systems on, under 
and appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND this JJ_ day of March 2017. 
DARYL WHEELER 
9661 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
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Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation. 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
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DECLARATION OF JASON DA VIS, 
BONNER COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFF 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
ORIGINAL 
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I, Jason Davis, hereby state and declare: 
I. I am a Deput'J of the Bonner County Sheriff, and I make this declaration in that 
capacity and based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. On March 17, 20] 7, Sally Mitchell, the Operations Manager of the Bonner County 
Sheriff's Office, instructed me and Deputy Chris Bonner to undertake the ejectment of 
VP, Incorporated ("VP") from certain property within the development commonly known as 
The Idaho Club. 
3. In accordance with Ms. Mitchell's instructions and those provided to her by counsel 
for Valiant [daho, LLC ("Valiant"), and pursuant to a Writ of Assistance entered by the Court, 
we were authorized to take whatever steps necessary to access the sewer facilities located within 
The Idaho Club and, upon gaining access, we were to provide a written notice of ejectment to any 
persons currently operating the sewer facility, escort said persons from the property, and post a 
written notice of ejectment at the gate of the facility. 
4. Upon arriving at the sewer facilities, we found the padlock to the security gate 
unlocked and open, the facilities building was unlocked, and there were no agents or employees of 
VP on-site. 
5. Representatives of Valiant were given access to the sewer facilities and a notice 
concerning the ejectment was posted at the facilities entrance. A true and correct copy of the notice 
is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
I II I 
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NOTICE 
TO: VP, INCORPORATED, and its employees, agents and/or representatives 
( collectively, "VP") 
Attached to this Notice is a Writ~sigance issued by the District Court of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, in favor of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). 
In conjunction with the Writ of Assistance: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. VP has been ejected and removed from using, holding or detaining the 
Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or associated with the sanitary sewer 
system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, under or appurtenant to the 
Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2; and 
2. Possession of the Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or 
associated with the sanitary sewer system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, 
under or appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, has 
been delivered to Valiant. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that Valiant specifically reserves its right, at a later date to 
be determined by Valiant, to eject VP, its employees, agents and/or representatives, from all 
fixtures, appurtenances and improvements associated with the water systems on, under 
and appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOl'!'NER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
A..~D RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR 
ORDER ALLOWING USE AND ACCESS 
OFPARCELS1A..~D2,AND 
APPLICATION FOR STAY OF 
ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION 
TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM lN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS 1 AND 2, AND APPLICATION 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT I Page 1 
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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC files its Memorandum in Opposition to VP. 
Incorporated's ["VP"] Motion For Order Allowing Use and Access of Parcels 1 and 2 and 
Application For Stav of Enforcement of Order Granting Motion to Enforce Judgment 
["Stay Motion"]. 
VP's Stay Motion seeks an order from this Court allowing it to continue accessing and 
using properties and infrastructure now owned by Valiant, and staying enforcement of the 
Writ of Assistance entered by this Court on March 6, 2017 ("Writ of Assistance") until after its 
appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court has concluded. The Stay Motion is without any basis in fact 
or law, and it attempts to circumvent the codified means of staying enforcement of judgments and 
obtaining preliminary injunctions. As such, the Stay Motion should be denied. 
I. 
FACTS 
As this Court is aware, Valiant obtained a Judgment awarding it $21,740,165.42 in 
damages against Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("POBD"). Valiant subsequently 
executed on the Judgment and foreclosed on the real property secured by it. The real property 
secured by the Judgment was sold at a Sheriffs Sale on November 7, 2016. The Sheriffs Sale 
was properly posted and noticed in accordance with Idaho law. As a party in interest, VP was 
formally given advance notice of the Sheriff's Sale. Declaration of Sallv Mitchell in Support of 
Supplemental Memorandum Supporting Valiant Idaho. LLCs Motion Contesting JV L.LC.'s 
Third Party Claim: and Opposition to JV L.LC.'s Motion For Stay of Execution filed on or about 
November 4, 2016 ("Mitchell Dec."), Exs. B-C. Despite receiving said notice, VP did not post a 
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bond to stay enforcement of the Judgment or participate at the Sheriffs Sale. Valiant credit bid 
and purchased 154 parcels of real property at the Sheriffs Sale. These properties are all located 
¼ithin The Idaho Club development project, as defined by the master plan approved by the 
County of Bonner, State of Idaho. Declaration of William Haberman in Support of Memorandum 
in Opposition to VP. Incorporated's Motion For Order Allo-wing Use and Access of Parcels 1 and 2 
and Application For Stay of Enforcement of Order Granting Motion to Enforce Judgment 
filed concurrently ("Haberman Dec."), ~ 2. The real property Valiant purchased includes 
two parcels formerly owned by VP ("VP Parcels"), which have been identified and referred to as 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2 during this litigation. Parcel l includes a sewage lagoon and other physical 
improvements and key infrastructure necessary for the operation of The Idaho Club 's 
sewer system ("Sewer System"). Haberman Dec., 14. Parcel 2 includes two water 
pumping stations, the primary storage reservoir, and other physical improvements and 
infrastructure necessary for the The Idaho Club's water system ("Water System"). 
Id, ,r 25. Most the remaining Sewer System and Water System infrastructure is affixed to or 
constructed on or under the remaining 152 parcels Valiant purchased at the Sheriffs Sale. 
Id., ,I,I 25-27. December December 22, and December 30, 2016, Valiant sent letters 
demanding that tum-over possession of the VP Parcels and associated Sewer and 
Water System infrastructure to Valiant in accordance with the Decree of Foreclosure entered by 
this Court. Declaration of Richard L. Stacev in Support ofV aliant Idaho. LLC' s Motion to Enforce 
Judgment Under LA.R. 13(b)(1) and l3(b)(l3) filed on or about February 6, 2017 
("Stacey Enforce Dec."), Exs. 5, 7-8. After VP refused to vacate the premises and deliver 
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possession of the property to Valiant, Valiant sought a writ of assistance from this Court. 
Valianfs motion was granted and the Writ of Assistance was entered on March 6, 2017. 
On March 7, 2017, VP filed its Stay Motion to stay enforcement of the Writ of Assistance 
which would prohibit Valiant from further executing on its Judgment by ejecting VP from the 
Water System infrastructure purchased by Valiant at the Sheriff's Sale. VP did not seek to enjoin 
Valiant from further enforcing its Writ of Assistance during the pendency of the Stay Motion prior 
to this Court entering its decision. As such, on March 17, 2017, Valiant ejected VP from Parcel 1 
and all Sewer System infrastructure pursuant to the Writ of Assistance. Declaration of 
Jason Davis, Bonner County Deputy Sheriff filed concurrently ("Davis Dec."), ,r,r 2-5. 
Valiant has retained E-3 Consulting, LLC ("E3 Consulting"), a licensed wastewater 
treatment facility operator, to monitor and operate the Sewer System since VP was ejected. 
Haberman Dec., ,r 22. The Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("IDEQ") has not raised 
any objection or concern with VP's ejection or E3 Consulting's operation of the Sewer System. 
Id.,~ 23. 
Valiant has not ejected VP from Parcel 2 or the associated Water System infrastructure. 
Id., ,r120-21, 39. However, Valiant has reserved its rights to eject VP from the Water System 
infrastructure at a later date. Id., ,r 21, Ex. 6. William Haberman, the managing member of Valiant, 
submitted affiant testimony that Valiant has no intention of ejecting VP from the Water System 
infrastructure until such time as Valiant has drilled its own source wells and constructed the 
infrastructure necessary to connect these wells to the existing Water System. Id., ,r,r 1-2, 43-44. 
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VP has not posted a bond or taken any other steps necessary to stay execution of 
Valiant's Judgment. Moreover, VP cannot meet any of the statutory requirements necessary to 
obtain an injunction. As such, the Stay Motion should be denied. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Idaho Club Prooertv Owners Have Already Benefitted Bv VP's Eiectment From 
The Sewer System. 
VP alleges that irreparable injury will occur to The Idaho Club property owners if Valiant 
ejects VP from the Sewer System and the Water System prior to the conclusion of its appeal. 
However, Valiant has already ejected VP from the Sewer System and absolutely no harm 
has resulted. To the contrary, the Sewer System and the property owners serviced thereby are 
better served now than they ever were during VP' s operation. According to the Annual Report 
that VP submitted to IDEQ, the permit for the operation of the facility actually expired on 
July 28, 2015, but VP did nothing to have it renewed. Haberman Dec., ,r 9, 2, p. 1. 
The Annual Report further advises that VP was unable to properly operate the Sewer System 
because it is not the owner of The Idaho Club golf course. Id., p. 6. This has caused the 
wastewater reuse system to be shut down and could have caused existing sewer service 
connections to be terminated! Id. p. 8. 
Under Valiant's operation, the Sewer System can operate in compliance permit 
conditions since Valiant owns the golf course. Moreover, Valiant is in the process of obtaining a 
renewed permit. Haberman Dec., if 22. Valiant's operator is properly monitoring and operating 
the sewer facilities. Id. IDEQ has no objections or concerns to Valiant's operation. Id., fl 23. 
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There is no threat that the wastewater reuse system will be shut down or that any existing sewer 
service connections will be terminated. 
An issue is moot if it presents no justiciable controversy and a judicial determination will 
have no practical effect upon the outcome. Idaho Schools For Equal Educational Opportunity v. 
Idaho State Bd of Ed., 128 Idaho 276, 281 (1996). As Valiant has already ejected VP from the 
Sewer System and taken over all operations, and as no harm has resulted to The Idaho Club or any 
of its residents, VP' s arguments respecting the Sewer System are moot The Stay Motion should 
be denied and its arguments rejected with respect to the Sewer System. 
B. VP Cannot Stav Enforcement Of The Writ Of Assistance Unless It Redeems The 
Propertv Purchased Bv Valiant At The Sheriff's Sale. 
A defendant may only stay execution of a judgment pending appeal by complying \<'\tith 
Rule 13(a)(14) and Rule 13(a)(l 5) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. Rule 13(a)(l4) authorizes a court 
to stay execution of non-monetary judgments "upon the posting of such security and such 
conditions as the district court shall determine." Whereas, Rule 13(a)(l5) authorizes a court to 
stay execution of a money judgement only "upon the posting of a cash deposit or supersedeas 
bond ... in the amount of the judgment or order, plus 36%." The Idaho Supreme Court has held 
that "a district court does not have the power to stay enforcement of a monetary 
the party against whom the judgment is entered posts a cash deposit or supersedeas bond equal to 
135%ofthejudgment." Bagleyv. Thomason, 155 Idaho 193,198 3). 
In this case, Valiant obtained a monetary judgment in the amount of $21,740,165.42. 
As such, VP was required to post a supersedeas bond in the amount of$29,566,624.90 prior to the 
Sheriff's Sale in order to stay execution. VP did not post the bond required to stay execution and 
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it cannot now seek to stay further enforcement of the Judgment after the Sheriffs Sale has 
taken place. The Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Eagle Rock Corp. v. Idamont Hotel Co. is 
dispositive of this issue: 
Respondents' right to a writ of assistance to gain possession of the 
property or, conversely, appellants' right to defeat respondents' 
right to possession, appears to be mainly dependent upon the effect 
of a sale on execution and delivery of the sheriffs certificate of sale 
under a valid and final judgment, in the absence of a stay of 
execution in the manner provided by statue. If appellants desired 
to stay the execution of the judgment of foreclosure, it was their 
duty to give an undertaking/or that purpose in conformity with .•. 
/1.A.R. Rule 13(a)J. The statute ... contemplates a full and 
complete stay of all proceedings on a real estate foreclosure where 
the supersedeas required by order of the court is given. No such 
undertaking having been given by appellants, respondents were 
entitled to and received all the right and title incident to sale on 
foreclosure and issuance of a sheriffs certificate of sale under a 
valid and final judgment appellants' right and title the 
property was ... the right to redeem by compliance with the 
statutory procedure ... 
Id., 60 Idaho 639, 650-651 939) (citations omitted) (emphasis added). As VP failed to post a 
supersedeas bond prior to the Sheriff's Sale, it has missed its opportunity to stay further execution 
via the Writ of Assistance. At this point, VP's sole remedy to prevent Valiant from further 
enforcing of Assistance is to redeem the property purchased by Valiant in accordance 
the statutory procedures. Id. 
As VP failed to comply with procedure to stay execution set forth in 
Rule 13(a) of the Idaho Appellate Rules, the Stay Motion should be denied. 
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C. VP Cannot Stay Enforcement Of The Writ Of Assistance Absent A Showing That It 
Was Improperlv Granted. 
There is only one only question to be answered upon an application for a wTit of assistance: 
"In the absence of any claim of an independent paramount title, the only question on such 
application is whether the decree has been complied with ... [such that] the applicant has a right, 
as against the party in possession to use the \Vrlt to obtain possession." Federal Land Bank v. 
Parsons, 118 Idaho 324, 329 (Ct. App. 1990). No question determined by the original decree can 
be litigated nor can the original case be reviewed or the decree therein modified. Id. Valiant is 
entitled to possession as the purchaser of the VP Parcels at the Sheriffs Sale. The Haberman Dec. 
in support hereof establishes that there is not a legitimate threat of any injury to persons or property 
should the Stay Motion be denied. Nonetheless, even if there were a reasonable possibility 
of harm, which Valiant adamantly disputes, the alleged harm cannot alter the fact that Valiant is 
now the owner of these parcels/infrastructure and that Valiant is thereby entitled to possession 
regardless of whether harm to third persons results. Absent a showing that the Writ of Assistance 
was improperly granted, there is no basis to allow VP to retain possession of Valiant's property. 
As VP has failed to raise any facts that call into question the propriety of this Court's 
determination that Valiant has a right to possession of the subject properties pursuant to the 
Sheriff's certificates of sale, the Stay Motion Should be denied. 
II II 
II I I 
I II I 
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D. VP Cannot Obtain A Preliminary Iniunction. 
VP alleges that The Idaho Club property owners will be damaged if Valiant is allowed to 
eject VP from the Water System and that Valiant should be stayed from further enforcing its 
Writ of Assistance until VP has concluded its appeal. In reality the Stay Motion is simply a veiled 
attempt to circumvent the stringent standards necessary to obtain a preliminary injunction. 
As VP lacks standing and cannot meet its burden of proof to obtain a preliminary injunction, 
the Stay Motion should be dismissed. 
As a preliminary matter, Valiant was unable to find any Idaho caselaw that would entitle a 
defendant to obtain a preliminary injunction during the pendency of an appeal. As such, it appears 
that the sole means to stay enforcement of a judgment is by posting a security or supersedeas bond 
in accordance with Rule 13(a) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. Nonetheless, in the unlikely event 
this Court somehow concludes that Rule 65(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure grants an 
alternative means of staying enforcement of a judgment, VP lacks standing and cannot meet its 
burden of proving that it is entitled to a preliminary injunction. 
1. VP Lacks Standing to Obtain a Preliminarv Injunction. 
VP will not suffer any injury if Valiant enforces its Writ of Assistance. As such, 
VP lacks standing to obtain a preliminary injunction. 
"Where a plaintiff does not have standing it cannot be said that the 'case or 
controversy' requirement has been satisfied; therefore the judiciary lacks jurisdiction to hear 
the case." Martin v. Camas County, 150 Idaho 508,512 (2011). Standing is jurisdictional and may 
be raised at any time. Koch v. Canyon County, 145 Idaho 158, 162, (2008). "Jurisdictional issues, 
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such as standing, are questions of law therefore, not adjudicative facts of which a court may 
properly take judicial notice." Martin, 150 Idaho at 512. 
To satisfy the case or controversy requirement of standing, a litigant 
must allege or demonstrate an injury in fact and a substantial 
likelihood the relief requested will prevent or redress the claimed 
injury. This requires a showing of a distinct palpable injury and 
fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed injury and 
the challenged conduct. But even if a showing can be made of an 
injury in fact, standing may be denied when the asserted harm is a 
generalized grievance shared by all or a large class of citizens. 
Id. at 513 ( citations omitted) ( emphasis added). 
VP has not alleged an injury in fact that may result to VP should Valiant be allowed 
to proceed with the enforcement of its Writ of Assistance. \Vhile VP alleges that an 
unsubstantiated host of horrible things may happen to the residents within The Idaho Club, 
these allegations are nothing more than assertions of a generalized grievance purportedly shared 
by a large class of citizens. VP is not even a member of this class of citizens and cannot suffer 
any injury even if its allegations could be substantiated, which Valiant adamantly denies. 
VP further lacks standing because there is not a substantial likelihood that the relief 
VP has requested would redress the alleged injury. VP only seeks to stay Valiant from enforcing 
its Writ Assistance until VP's appeal has been completed. It is exceedingly unlikely that VP 
prevail on its appeal. As such, a stay of the Writ of Assistance can at most postpone 
the inevitable. 
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As VP will not be injured if Valiant is allowed to proceed with the 
Writ of Assistance and as there is not a substantial likelihood that any alleged injury would be 
redressed if an injunction were granted, VP does not have standing to obtain an injunction in 
this case. 
2. VP Cannot Meet Its Burden of Proof to Obtain a Preliminarv Iniunction. 
Even if VP had standing to obtain a preliminary injunction, it bears the burden of 
proving that it is entitled to injunction under the facts of this case. VP cannot meet its burden 
of proof. 
The party seeking a preliminary injunction bears the burden of proving entitlement 
thereto. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513,518 (1984). Moreover, preliminary injunctions 
are only granted in extreme cases where the right is very clear and it appears that irreparable injury 
will flow from its refusal. Id. The court may issue a preliminary injunction "only if the movant 
gives security in an amount that the court considers proper to pay the costs and damages, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees, sustained by any party found to been wrongfully 
enjoined or restrained." I.R.C.P. 65(c). Rule 65(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth 
the grounds for issuance of a preliminary injunction. A preliminary injunction may only be granted 
in the following cases: 
(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled 
to the relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, 
consists restraining the cornmission or continuance the 
acts complained of, either for a limited period or perpetually. 
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the 
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation 
would produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to 
the plaintiff. 
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(3) When it appears during the litigation that the defendant 
is doing, or threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or 
suffering to be done, some act in violation of the plaintiffs 
rights, respecting the subject of the action, and tending to 
render the judgment ineffectual. 
( 4) When it appears, by affidavit, that the defendant during the 
pendency of the action, threatens, or is about to remove, or 
to dispose of his property with intent to defraud the plaintiff, 
an injunction order may be granted to restrain the removal or 
disposition. 
(5) A preliminary injunction may also be granted on the motion 
of the defendant upon filing a counterclaim, praying for 
affirmative relief upon any of the grounds mentioned above 
in this section, subject to the same rules and provisions 
provided for the issuance of injunctions on behalf of 
the plaintiff. 
Id. None of the above fact patterns are even arguably applicable to this case. 
With respect to Rule 65(e)(1), VP must establish that it appears VP is entitled to 
the relief affirmatively demanded in the Compliant. As Valiant has already prevailed and obtained 
the Judgment, VP cannot possibly establish that this subsection entitles it to injunctive relief. 
\\lith respect to Rule 65(e)(2), VP must establish that allowing Valiant to enforce 
the Writ of Assistance during the course of the litigation would result in waste or great or 
irreparable injury to VP. Notwithstanding the fact that the litigation is over, VP has not alleged 
that any injury will occur to it or its property whatsoever. VP alleges only that injuries may occur 
to unnamed third parties should Valiant be allowed to proceed with its Writ of Assistance. As VP 
has not identified any waste or injury that will incur to VP, it cannot possibly establish that this 
subsection entitles it to injunctive relief. 
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With respect to Rule 65( e )(3 ), VP must establish that allowing Valiant to enforce 
the Writ of Assistance during the course of the litigation is an act in violation of VP's rights 
respecting the subject of the action, and tending to render the Judgment ineffectual. 
Again, notwithstanding the fact that the litigation is over and Valiant has already obtained 
the Judgment, enforcing the Writ of Assistance is not an act in violation of VP's rights. 
To the contrary, VP's rights were terminated upon the Sheriff issuing the certificates of sale for 
the VP Parcels. Moreover, the purpose of the Writ of Assistance is to effectuate the Judgment by 
allowing Valiant to take possession of the property it purchased at the Sheriffs Sale. As such, 
VP cannot establish that this subsection entitles it to an injunction. 
With respect to Rule 65(e)(4), VP must establish that allo""i.ng Valiant to proceed 
with the Writ of Assistance threatens the removal or disposal of VP's property with intent to 
defraud it. Again, this Court has already determined that Valiant is entitled to possession of the 
property in question. As such, Valiant cannot possibly dispose of said property with the intent to 
defraud VP. If VP wanted to prevent the disposal of its property during the pendency of its appeal, 
it could have done so by posting a supersedeas bond. As such, VP cannot establish that this 
subsection possibly entitles it to injunctive relief. 
Rule 65(e)(5) is merely an alternative basis to obtain the injunctive relief set forth 
in Rules 65(e)(l)-(4) such that it cannot entitle VP to an injunction. 
Finally, even if VP were entitled to a preliminary injunction, it still must post 
security in an amount the Court considers proper to pay the costs and damages, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees, Valiant shall sustain by being wrongfully restrained. 
Valiant purchased Parcel 2 by credit bidding $2,500,000.00 of its Judgment amounts. 
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Moreover, Valiant has invested thousands of dollars applying for water rights and permits to serve 
as the municipal water and sewer providing for The Idaho Club and Valiant must invest thousands 
of dollars more to drill its own source wells and construct infrastructure to connect these wells to 
The Idaho Club's Water System. The longer that Valiant waits to perform this work the more 
expensive it becomes. VP would be required to post a bond of at least $3,500,000.00 to enjoin 
Valiant from enforcing its Writ of Assistance. 
E. There Is No Risk Of Iniurv To The Idaho Club Homeowners If Valiant Is Allowed to 
Enforce The Writ of Assistance. 
VP has filed the Declaration of Richard Villelli in Support of Motion For Order Allowing 
Use and Access of Parcels l and 2 and Application For Stav of Enforcement of Order Granting 
Motion to Enforce Judgment ("Villelli Dec.") with this Court; and, on March 30, 2017, 
Mr. Villelli sent a letter to all property owners within The Idaho Club ('"Villelli Letter"). 
Haberman Dec., Ex. 10. The Villelli Letter and Villelli Dec. (collectively, "Villelli Allegations") 
misrepresent Valiant' s intentions and the alleged risks associated with allowing Valiant to enforce 
the Writ of Assistance. The Villelli Allegations are nothing more than a last ditch attempt to enrage 
The Idaho Club homeowners and scare this Court into granting the Stay Motion. As there is no 
risk that Valiant will seek to enforce the Writ of Assistance in a manner that causes any interruption 
in water or sewer services to The Idaho Club homeovVllers, the Stay Motion should be denied. 
As set forth in great detail within the Haberman Dec., Valiant and its 
wholly-owned subsidiary have obtained or are in the process of obtaining all water permits and 
agency approvals to act as the approved municipal water and sewer service provider for 
The Idaho Club. Haberman Dec., ,r,r 1-44. Valiant has obtained a permit to appropriate water for 
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the benefit of The Idaho Club. Id., ,r,r 28-29. IDEQ has conditionally approved the location of 
two new wells Valiant intends to drill to service The Idaho Club. Id., 1 30. Final approval 
is impending. Id., ,r 31. The well sites will be approved as soon as IDEQ can complete its 
inspection of the natural surface of the well sites free from snow and verify that there are not any 
features which would prevent Valiant from utilizing these locations as well sites. Id. 
By mid-summer, Valiant intends to have its wells drilled, the water tested and additional 
infrastructure constructed. Id., I[ 32. Valiant expects that it will also have been approved by IDEQ 
to act as a municipal water provider for The Idaho Club. Id. 
Valiant has retained experienced engineers from Welch Comer to, inter alia, 
identify existing infrastructure, appropriate well sites, engineer any additional infrastructure that 
is needed, and to help expedite the application processes with IDEQ and ID\VR. Id., 11 33-37. 
The Facility Plan Overview that Welch Comer submitted to IDEQ on behalf of Valiant identifies 
the existing water system infrastructure owned by Valiant and VP. Id., Ex. 9, Figure 2, pp. 1-2; 
Declaration of Steven B. Cordes. P.E.. in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
VP, Incorporated·s Motion For Order AUowini:z Use and Access of Parcels 1 and 2 and Application 
For Stav of Enforcement of Order Granting Motion to Enforce Judgment filed concurrently 
("Cordes Dec."), Ex. B, Figure 2, pp. 1-2. Once Valiant has drilled its wells and obtained a 
PWS number, Valiant will provide water services to all of the lots served by 
Valiant's infrastructure. Haberman Dec., ,r,r 36-37. IfVP has constructed whatever infrastructure 
is necessary to isolate and service those lots served by VP's infrastructure, it may do so. Id. 
Should VP fail to construct this infrastructure, Valiant is prepared to provide water services to all 
of the lots within The Idaho Club to ensure that there is no interruption in services. Id. 
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Once Valiant has drilled its wells and connected them to its existing infrastructure, Valiant owns 
all of the infrastructure necessary to provide water services to The Idaho Club in its entirety. 
Most importantly, Valiant does not intend to enforce its Writ of Assistance and eject VP 
from Parcel 2 and its Water System infrastructure until Valiant, or its wholly-ovvned subsidiary, 
is prepared to provide water services to The Idaho Club homeovvners vvithout interruption in 
said services. Id., 1143-44, Ex. 11. Accordingly, there is no impending threat that a single resident 
of The Idaho Club will have their water or sewer services shut down by Valiant. Id. There is no 
impending threat that enforcement of the Writ of Assistance wiH cause these properties to lose 
fire protection services. Id. There is no impending threat that the wastewater lagoon will overflow 
and cause environmental contamination to beautiful Lake Pend Oreille unless the Stay Motion 
is granted. Id. To the contrary, the only existing threat to the residents' water services and the 
consequent environmental contamination and fire danger that could result if they were turned-off 
is VP. 
VP is the current is the current provider of all water services within The Idaho Club. 
VP owns the existing source wells and utilizes Valiant' s infrastructure to provide water service. 
Id., ,r,r 35-36. The only way that water services can be discontinued is if VP unilaterally decides 
to tum-off its source wells. 
As there is no risk that Valiant will enforce its Writ of Assistance in a manner that will 
shut-dovvn water services to the homeowners within The Idaho Club, the Stay Motion should 
be denied. 
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III. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing points and authorities, the affiant testimony and evidence 
presented herewith, and any argument that may be presented at the time of hearing, 
Valiant respectfully requests this Court to deny, in its entirety, the Stay Motion. 
DATED this 1 I th day of April 2017. 
McCONNELL WAGNER 
BY: 
........ ,.,.,.........,., . ._,,. Stacey 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and, pursuant to Rule 13(b )(10) of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules, moves this Court for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction 
against VP, Incorporated ("VP"), an Idaho corporation, and its agents, servants and employees, 
requiring VP to restore water services and prohibiting VP from thereafter interfering with or 
terminating water service to the owners and residents of the properties located within 
The Idaho Club development project, including Valiant, until such time as Valiant begins 
providing water service for The Idaho Club. Should VP continue to terminate water service to the 
owners and residents within The Idaho Club, Valiant will suffer irreparable harm in that its 
real property will no longer have any protection against a fire hazard; raw sewage may back-up 
into any structures constructed on Valiant's property; without water to maintain the real property, 
the value of the property and the common real property will likely be diminished; and, Valiant will 
be unable to further develop, market or sell its real property. 
This motion is made and based upon the records and files herein; and the Memorandwn in 
Support of (Valiant's Motion For a Temp 
'Restraining Order and Prelimina y Injunction Ag · 
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DATED this 13 th day of April 2017. 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYK 
BY: 
Ric . tacey 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
inin 1 Order and J>relimi ln·unction A ainst VP lnco rated 
["TRO Motion"]. By this reference, Valiant incorporates its (1) Memorandum in Opp sition to 
VP lnco 's Motion F r rder A lowin Use and Ace . of Parcel I an lication 
For Sta of Enforcement of Order Grantin 1 Motion to Enforce Jud ent filed on or about 
April 12, 2017 ("Opposition Memo"); (2) the Declaration of William Haberman in Supp rt of 
Memorandum in 0 sition to VP Inco ted' s Motion For Order Allowin Use and Access 
of Parcels I and 2 and Application For Stav of Enforcement of Order Granting Motion to 
Enforce Judgment filed on or about April 11, 2017 ("Habennan Dec."); and (3) the Declaration of 
S ven B. Cordes. P.E. in Su rt of Memorandum in O sition to VP I o tioo 
presented in the Opposition Memo, Haberman Dec., and Cordes Dec. will likewise establish the 
facts and present evidence upon which Valiant will rely in support of this TRO Motion. 
Valiant's TRO Motion is made pursuant to Rule 13(b)(10) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and 
Rule 65 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
I. 
FACTS 
Valiant is the owner of 154 lots ("Valiant Lots") located within The Idaho Club, as defined 
by the master plan approved by the County of Bonner, State of Idaho, that it purchased at a 
Sheriff's Sale pursuant to a Judgment and Foreclosure Decree entered by this Court. 
The Valiant Lots include all infrastructure necessary to operate the municipal sewer system for 
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The Idaho Club. Haberman Dec., ')i! 3-23, 27. The Valiant Lots also include all infrastructure, 
except for source wells, necessary to provide municipal water services to certain portions of 
The Idaho Club. Id, fi'f 25-27, 33-37. Valiant understands and believes that VP, Incorporated 
("VP") owns or may possess an interest in and to certain other infrastructure necessary to provide 
municipal water services to certain other portions of The Idaho Club. The infrastructure owned 
by Valiant and the infrastructure Valiant believes VP may ovv11 is identified on Figure 2 to the 
Facility Plan Overview attached to the Haberman Dec. as Exhibit 9 and the Cordes Dec. as 
Exhibit B. VP ovvns the source wells that provide domestic water and fire protection services to 
all lots and homes within The Idaho Club. Declaration of Richard Villelli in Support of the Motion 
Iication For Sta of Enforceme t 
,r 4. These wells are the sole source of water for The Idaho Club at this time. Haberman Dec., ,r 36. 
On or about March 7, 2017 VP filed a Motion For Order Allowi of 
Parcels l nd 2 and Applicatio For Sta of Enfi ment of Order to 
Enforce Judgment ("Stay Motion") asking this Court to stay enforcement of the Writ of Assistance 
entitling Valiant to eject VP from the Valiant Lots and all water and sewer system infrastructure 
located on, under or appurtenant to the Valiant Lots. The Stay Motion included a supporting 
memorandum and the Villelli Dec., both of which set forth a host of catastrophic consequences 
that will immediately and irreparably result should VP be ejected from the water system 
infrastructure and thereby prohibited from providing municipal water services to The Idaho Club. 
The hearing on the Stay Motion is set to be heard by this Court on April 19, 2017. 
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'"' 
Despite the pending Stay Motion, Richard Villelli sent a letter dated March 30, 2017 to 
residents of The Idaho Club, erroneously advising that it had been ordered to stop providing 
domestic water services and criticizing this Court's "unjustified and dangerous" decisions. 
Haberman Dec., Ex. 10. 
On April 11, 2017, Valiant filed the Haberman Dec. and served it upon opposing counsel 
via Federal Express delivery. On April 12, 2017, Valiant filed its Opposition Memo and served it 
upon opposing coW1sel via Federal Express delivery. The Haberman Dec. and the 
Opposition Memo each clearly state in no uncertain terms that "until Valiant has drilled its own 
source wells and constrncted the additional infrastructure necessary to connect these wells to its 
existing Water System Infrastructure, Valiant bas no intention of eicding VP from the 
Water Svstcm or otherwise prohibiting VP from utilizing Valiant's Water System Infrastructure 
to provide water services to The Idaho Club homeowners." 
On the afternoon of Wednesday, April 12, 2017, after receiving the Haberman Dec. and 
Opposition Memo, and while the Stay Motion was still pending, VP unilaterally, and without 
notice to Valiant or any other affected property owner, shut-off water services to much of the 
real property located within The Idaho Club, including the Valiant Lots. Valiant does not know 
how many other homes and properties have also lost their water and sewer services. 
Valiant understands and believes there are no less than forty 40 residences which currently do not 
have water services. Declaration of Richard L. Stace in Supp 
Ex. 1. 
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As a result of VP's unnecessary, irresponsible and illegal action, there are no longer water 
seI'Vices to any of the Valiant Lots. Declaration o William H ,_...Tn.,.,n 
("Haberman TRO Dec."), 1 4. Up to 82 homes ( with approximately l 88 residents) no longer have 
water services. Villelli Dec., 11 8-9. These residents cannot cook, shower or use their bathrooms 
until water services are restored. Id., ,i,r 8-9, 14. The Idaho Club golf facilities, public restrooms 
and security buildings no longer have water services. Id. Up to 291 properties within 
The Idaho Club, including the aforementioned homes, properties and facilities, are without any 
water for fire protection. Id. Turning-off the water to these residents is likely to 
''cause raw sewage" to back into their homes and creates a risk that the "sewer lagoon will 
overflow and contaminate its surroundings," and may even contaminate tributaries of 
Lake Pend Oreille. Id., iJCf 8-9, 12, 14. "Without water it is not possible to operate the 
sewer system and our lines and pumping system are [sic] used for transporting affluent." 
Haberman Dec., Ex. 10. ' 
VP's illegal conduct is causing immediate and irreparable harm to Valiant and 
The Idaho Club's other residents and property ovvners. Valiant seeks a temporary restraining order 
CTRO") ordering VP to immediately take whatever steps are necessary to restore the water system 
throughout the entirety of The Idaho Club, including fire protection services and potable water 
services to all residents, until such time as Valiant is prepared to provide water services via its own 
source wells. 
II II 
II I I 
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A. This Court Is Authorized To Grant The Relief Requested By Valiant. 
Pursuant to Rule 13 (a)( 10) of the Idaho Appellate Rules, this Court is authorized and 
thereby retains jurisdiction to "make any order regarding the use, preservation or possession of 
any property which is the subject of the action on appeal!' This includes authority to e~ter 
restraining orders and temporary injunctions for the preservation of property on appeal. Alumet v. 
Bear Lake Grazing Co., 119 Idaho 979, 982 ( 1991 ). 
Valiant and the Valiant Lots are being immediately and irreparably injured by virtue of VP 
turning-off the water system. There is no longer any water to provide fire protection services for 
these properties. The golf facilities, public restrooms, and security and maintenance buildings no 
longer have domestic water or sewer. Villelli Dec., ,, 8-9, 12, 14; Haberman Dec., Ex. 10. 
There is significant risk that raw sewage could back up into the structures constructed on the 
Valiant Lots or that the sewer lagoon Valiant now owns could overflow and contaminate 
Lake Pend Oreille. Id. VP has also made it impossible for Valiant to take further steps to develop, 
market and sell the Valiant Lots. Haberman TRO Dec., if 5. No one will purchase a lot that cannot 
obtain water services. 
Valiant seeks a TRO and preliminary injunction to preserve and protect the Valiant Lots, 
which are the subject of this litigation, from immediate and irreparable injury. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
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B. VP's Conduct Constitutes A Criminal Act Punishable Under Idaho Law. 
Idaho Criminal Code Section 18-4310 prohibits any person having control of a 
water system from willfully neglecting or refusing to deliver water to persons having a 
right thereto. Id. The statute further makes it a criminal misdemeanor to do so and creates a 
statutory basis to recover damages resulting from said conduct Id. 
VP has cut-off water services to the Valiant Lots and numerous other property owners 
within The Idaho Club. VP's actions are not only brazen and unnecessary, they are illegal 
and should be enjoined. 
C. This Court Should Grant A TRO Pursuant To Rule 65 Of The Idaho Rules Of 
Civil Procedure. 
A temporary restraining order may be entered until such time as the propriety of granting 
an injunction on a temporary or permanent basis can be determined by the court Scholtz v. 
American Surety Co., 35 Idaho 207, 206 (1922). Restraining orders and injunctions may be 
granted for the purposes compelling or proscribing certain acts. LR.C.P., Rule 65(d). 
Immediate and irreparable injury will occur to the Valiant Lots unless and until a TRO is entered 
ordering VP to restore the water system and prohibiting it from turning it off until such time as 
Valiant can provide these services. VP has unilaterally and needlessly shut-off the water services 
to the Valiant Lots and other properties within The Idaho Club knowing full well the devastating 
consequences that will likely result. VP did so while the Stay Motion was still pending and after 
receiving the Haberman Dec. expressly stating that Valiant will not eject VP from the water system 
infrastructure until such time as Valiant as able to provide water services. Haberman Dec., 
,r,r 43-44. As set forth hereinabove, the current lack of fire protection services and the risks 
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associated with raw sewage backups and contamination of Lake Pend Oreille is an emergency 
requiring immediate action by this Court. 
D. A Preliminary Injunction Should Be Granted Pursuant To Rule 65(e) Of The 
Idaho Rules Of Civil Procedure. 
Rule 65(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the grounds for issuance of a 
temporary injunction. A temporary injunction may be granted in the following cases: 
Id. 
( 1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled 
to the relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, 
consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the 
acts compJained of, either for a limited period or perpetually. 
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the 
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation 
would produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to 
the plaintiff. 
(3) 'When it appears during the litigation that the defendant 
is doing. or threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or 
suffering to be done, some act in violation of the plaintifi's 
rights, respecting the subject of the action, and tending to 
render the judgment ineffectual. 
( 4) When it appears, by affidavit, that the defendant during the 
pendency of the action, threatens, or is about to remove, or 
to dispose of his property with intent to defraud the plaintiff, 
an injunction order may be granted to restrain the removal or 
disposition. 
(5) A preliminary injW1ction may also be granted on the motion 
of the defendant upon filing a cotmterclaim, praying for 
atlirmative relief upon any of the grounds mentioned above 
in this section, subject to the same rules and provisions 
provided for the issuance of injunctions on behalf of 
the plaintiff. 
Although Valiant is entitled to a temporary injunction pursuant to Rules 65(e)(l)-(4), it is 
most obviously entitled to said relief pursuant to Rule 65( e )(2). As set forth hereinabove, VP has 
taken action that will result in great and irreparable injury to Valiant and the Valiant Lots. A TRO 
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must be put into effect requiring VP to restore the water system to the entirety of The Idaho Club 
property to ensure that adequate water for fire protection services is in place, to prevent raw sewage 
from backing up into existing residences and other structures, and to ensure that no contamination 
of Lake Pend Oreille occurs. 
Valiant moves this Court for a preliminary injunction against VP, and its agents, servants, 
and employees, prohibiting VP from interfering with or terminating water service to the entirety 
of The Idaho Club property, including the Valiant Lots, until such time as Valiant has drilled its 
own source wells and is able to provide water service on its own, 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing points and authorities, the affiant testimony and evidence 
presented herewith, and any argument that may be presented at the time of hearing, 
Valiant respectfully requests this Court to grant its TRO Motion and immediately enter a TRO 
against VP. 
DATED this 13th day of April 2017. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13 th day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263 .8211 
Counsel For J. V., LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incor orated/North Idaho Resorts 
With· co v via Electronic Mail to: 
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a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
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Pursuant to Rule 11.1 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code § 9-1406, 
Richard L. Stacey declares as follows: 
1. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before this Court, and all Courts 
in the State of Idaho. I am a member in the law firm of McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, 
attorneys for Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). I make this Declaration in support of Valiant's 
Motion For a T em Restrainin Order and Preliminar rated 
filed concurrently and upon my personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit l is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of 
in the District Court For the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and For the 
County of Bonner in an action styled as The Idaho Club Homeowner 's Association, Inc. v. 
VP, Incorporated. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY AND DECLARE, under penaliy of perjury pursuant to the laws 
of the State of Idaho, that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 13th day of April 2017. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13 th day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For JV., LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
With a copv via Electronic Mail to: 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 

















ASSOCIATION, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
VP IN CORPORA TED, an Idaho corporation; 
Defendant 
~-·-·-
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
COUNTY OF BONNER ) 
NO. CV-17----
AFFIDAVIT OF RICK ORCHARD IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER 
R{CK ORCHARD, being first duly sworn and upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am the president and a director of Plaintiff THE IDAHO CLUB 
HOMEOV/NER'S ASSOCIATION, INC., (hereinafter "the Association") which is an Idaho non-
profit corporation with its principal place of business in Bonner County, Idaho. 
2. Defendant VP INCORPORATED ("VP"), is an Idaho corporation doing business 
in Bonner County, Idaho, and is the owner and/or operator of the water system, or a portion ofit, 
provides water service to the owners of the properties within the Idaho Club real property 




development, located in Bonner County, Idaho, the owners of which are the members of the 
Plaintiff Association. 
3. I run one of the owners of a property within the Idaho Club, and receive my water 
4 service via a contract with VP, Inc. 
5 4. On April 12, 2017, VP terminated my water service, as well as service to the other 




















Without water service my property is uninhabitable. 5. 
6. Without water service, there is a substantial threat of significant damage from fire, 
as fire engines will not be able to obtain water from the hydrants located within the Idaho Club. 
7. There is, therefore, a substantial risk of irreparable hann should water service not 
immediately be restored. 
8. Attached hereto at Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a letter that I received 
from VP with regard to these issues. In my view, this does not provide notice that VP was about 
to shut off the water to all of the Idaho Club owners. 
DATED this J1- day of April, 2017. 
-·---~---~---
By: Rick. Orchard, individually and as Director and President 
of The Idaho Club Homeowner's Association, Inc. 


























On this Jf!";iay of April, 2017, before me, the undersigned Notary Public for the State o 
Idaho, personally appeared Rick Orchard, known or identified to me to be the person that execute 
the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
SUBSCRJBED and SWORN to before me as of the day and year in this certificate 
above written. 
/ 
AFFIDA VlT OF RlCK ORCHARD • 3 
ary Public for Idaho 




OFFICES IN !DARO & CALIFORNIA 
March 30, 2017 
Dear Customers: 
On March 6, 2017 Ftrst District Court of fdaho under the direction of District Judge Barbara Buchanan ordered VP Inc. 
the operator of your services to vacate properties Purchased by Valiant Idaho LLC. Unfortunately this order was granted 
even though there are sever ramifications to all the residences of The Idaho Club and the Hidden Lakes development. 
Those properties include the sewer lagoon and wo pumping stations and a reservoir. As a result of this order many of you 
may be without water service immediate!y 
Those of you living on the south side of Highway 200 and those of you living in lodge homes developed by POBD and 
other homes located on North Idaho Club Dr., Waterdance Way, and some homes on Jim Brown Way, may be without 
water and thus without sewer service. [n addition al! properties located in the Hidden Lakes or ldaho Club Development 
will be without adequate :-ire protection. Please do not bring in water to flush toilets or drains as that might cause a backup 
of sewage into your homes. 
We believe this is an unjustified and dangerous court order placed on VP, Inc. and are sorry for any inconvenience this 
order may cause you. We have requested that Judge Buchanan place a stay on this order in an effort to protect your 
property and your property values and allow us to continue to provide you the necessary services for your safety and 
security and comfort. 
This Jetter was scheduled to go out with your monthly billing but today I was informed by some customers that you 
received a letter from TIC LLC stating that they are now providing you with sewer service and you are to pay them $90 
per month. 
Without water it is not possible to operate the sewer system and our lines and pumping system are used for transporting 
affluent. Our service agreement with you provides that we are to be paid for accc:pting affiuent from your property Umil 
we have a resolution we will continue to accept and transport your affluent. 
111 order to not put you in a difficult position, until this is resolved in the courts, we will discontinue charging you for 
sewer service so you will only be billed for water at this time. 
[f you have questions regarding this please contact any of the following: 
The First District Court ofidaho - 208-446-1225 
Department of Environmental Quality - 208-769-1422 or contact Daniei Redline at 
gan_i_i;l.re_g~~ 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 208-762-2800 or Morgan Case at Mor~~idwr.idaho.go" 
Valiant Idaho, LLC attention William Haberman at ~lll!run ... ~"2f!l 
Northside Fire District 208-265-4114 
You can. of course contact me at 208-660-8474 or gj~k@villelli~. 
Sincerely, 
VP, Inc. 
Richard A. Viilclli, President 
~ ,.-•~---•~--~--•--"~"--- -•~ ••- • ,-.•~•••~••-~-•--•-·•---• ' 
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Richard L Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY P1.1.c 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacev mwssla ers.com 
~wsslawvers.~ 
nicholson@mwsslawyers.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, NC., 
formerly known as 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
DECLARATION OF 
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AGAINST VP, IN CORPORA TED 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Defendants. 
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I, William Haberman, hereby state and declare: 
1. I am the Manager of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") and I make this declaration 
based on my o\vn personal knowledge. 
2. As the managing member of Valiant, I am responsible for overseeing and 
supervising all further development of The Idaho Club, as defined by the master plan approved by 
the County of Bonner, State ofidaho and, as such, I am familiar with the water and sewer system 
infrastructure located on, under and appurtenant to The Idaho Club, and have knowledge and 
understanding as to how these systems operate and deliver seweriwater services to lots within 
The ldaho Club. I am also familiar with the property Valiant owns in and around The Idaho Club, 
including the properties Valiant purchased at the Sheriff's Sale held on November 7, 2016 
("Sheriff's Sale"), the properties Valiant's affiliate purchased from Glacier Bank, N.A. 
("Glacier Bank") in January of 2017, and the properties and assets Valiant purchased from 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("POBD") in February of 2017. 
3. Valiant is the owner of 154 lots ("Valiant Lots") located within The Idaho Club that 
it purchased at a Sheriff's Sale pursuant to a Judgment and Foreclosure Decree entered by 
this Court. 
4. On the afternoon of Wednesday, April 12,2017, VP unilateraily, and without notice 
to Valiant, shut-off water services to much of the real property located within The Idaho Club, 
including water services to the Valiant Lots. As a result, there are no longer water services to any 
of the Valiant Lots. 
5. By shutting-off water to the Valiant Lots, Valiant is unable to take further steps to 
develop, market and sell any of the Valiant Lots. 
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I DECLARE, undcr penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true a,,d correct 
DATED this 13 •h day of April 20 l 7. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13 th day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
With aco 
Gary A Finney, Esq. 
Firi..ney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For JV., LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & ·weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VJ' Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
bb,gchwrnn@co.bonner.id.us 
sezenw r@bonnercount id. ov 
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McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stace:y@ ws J y rs. 
~
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
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NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
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Valiant Idaho, L LC' s ("Valiant") Motion For A Temporary Restraining Order and 
{Valiant's !I,, 
Order and 1n·unction 
(4) Declaration of William Ha of Valianfs Motion For A Tern 
Order and Prelimin ln·unction A ·nst VP lnco r ted, and (5) all other 
pleadings and declarations on file herein; and, finding there is a threat that Valiant, its real property 
which is the subject of this litigation, as well as other residents within The Idaho Club, as defined 
by the master plan approved by the County of Bonner, State ofldaho, will suffer great and 
irreparable harm if water service is not immediately restored to The Idaho Club before Valiant' s 
Motion For Preliminary Injunction can be heard on notice, and for other good cause, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. Pending the Court's determination ofValiant's Motion For Preliminary Injunction, 
VP, Incorporated ("VP"), and its agents, servants and employees, are hereby ordered: 
a. To immediately restore all water services (within 24 hours from the entry 
of this Temporary Restraining Order) that were being provided to the real properties and/or 
property owners within The Idaho Club before being shut-off on April 12, 2017 by VP, or its 
employees, servants or agents; and 
ORDER ON VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
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b. VP, and its agents, servants, and employees, is prohibited from further 
interfering with or terminating such water service until the Court enters its decision on Valiant' s 
Motion For Preliminary Injunction. 
2. 1bis Temporary Restraining Order shall take effect immediately upon Valiant's 
posting cash or bond in the amount of $ ,':) <-..JC C - and shall remain in effect until the 
Court enters its decision on Valiant's Motion For Preliminary Injunction, unless the parties 
stipulate to its extension. 
3. VaHant's Motion For Preliminary Injunction shall be heard on April 19, 2017 at 
2:00 p.m. POST. 
DATED this ~day of April 201~
1
\ 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the lJ_ day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J V., LLC 
Richard L. Stacey, Esq. 
Jeff R. Sykes, Esq. 
Chad M. Nicholson, Esq. 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
Counsel For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
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